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David Christopher Cox
A MEASUREMENT OF THE NEUTRAL CURRENT
NEUTRINO-NUCLEON ELASTIC CROSS SECTION AT
MINIBOONE
The neutral current neutrino-nucleon elastic interaction ν N → ν N is a fundamental
process of the weak interaction ideally suited for characterizing the structure of the nucleon
neutral weak current. This process comprises ∼18% of neutrino events in the neutrino
oscillation experiment, MiniBooNE, ranking it as the experiment’s third largest process.
Using∼10% of MiniBooNE’s available neutrino data, a sample of these events were identified
and analyzed to determine the differential cross section as a function of the momentum
transfer of the interaction, Q2. This is the first measurement of a differential cross section
with MiniBooNE data. From this analysis, a value for the nucleon axial mass MA was
extracted to be 1.34 ± 0.25 GeV consistent with previous measurements. The integrated
cross section for the Q2 range 0.189 → 1.13 GeV2 was calculated to be (8.8 ± 0.6(stat) ±
0.2(syst)) × 10−40cm2.
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Chapter 1
Neutrinos
Neutrinos are very light, electrically neutral particles with intrinsic angular momentum
(spin) ~/2 that interact only by means of the weak nuclear force via the W± and Z0 bosons.
They exist in three “flavors” νe, νµ, and ντ corresponding to the three flavors of charged
leptons. Sources of neutrinos include the Big Bang (called relic neutrinos), supernovae and
other energetic cosmic events, the Sun, the atmosphere, the earth, and man-made sources
such as nuclear reactors and accelerators. They provide a means to study environments that
could not otherwise be observed (such as the center of the sun), as well as a tool for probing
the boundaries of the Standard Model of particle physics. A brief overview of neutrinos is
presented in this chapter.
1.1 History
In 1930, the scientific community was torn by the apparent non-conservation of energy and
momentum in nuclear beta decay. Experiments by Lise Meitner, Otto Hahn and others
had demonstrated that the electrons emitted in these decays followed a continuous energy
spectrum and not the discrete one predicted for two-body decays. Although some physicists
1
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(notably Niels Bohr) suggested abandoning energy conservation, Wolfgang Pauli proposed
the existance of an additional particle produced in beta decays that was light and neutral
to carry some of the energy and preserve conservation [1]. Enrico Fermi, who developed the
first theory of weak interactions, named these particles “neutrinos.”
In 1956, Frederick Reines and Clyde Cowan saw the first experimental signature of
neutrinos from a nuclear reactor using “inverse” beta decay: νp→ ne+ [2, 3]. A few years
later in 1962, Lederman, Schwartz, and Steinberger showed that the neutrino resulting from
the decay of charged pions (the muon neutrino) was not the same flavor as the one observed
by Reines and Cowan (the electron neutrino) [4]. The tau neutrino was later discovered in
2000 by the DONUT collaboration at Fermilab [5] verifying the hypothesis that all three
flavors of charged lepton have a corresponding neutrino.
Along with the discovery of neutrino flavors in the 1960’s, other experiments were created
to measure neutrino fluxes from sources such as the sun, the atmosphere, reactors, and
accelerators. Some of these experiments saw a different number of neutrinos than predicted.
A way to rectify the differences came from a 1957 idea by Bruno Pontecorvo that massive
neutrinos can oscillate between flavor states [6, 7]. This was confirmed in 1998 by the Super-
K experiment [8] after decades of mounting evidence in the solar and atmospheric neutrino
sectors. However, this did not complete the neutrino oscillation story. One remaining issue
was the unconfirmed oscillation result reported by the LSND experiment. This was not
addressed until MiniBooNE released its oscillation results in the Spring of 2007.
To provide context for the MiniBooNE results described at the end of this chapter, an
introduction to the relevant physics of neutrinos is presented next, beginning with their
place in the Standard Model of particle physics.
2
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Figure 1.1: The particles of the Standard Model of particle physics. [9]
1.2 Neutrinos in the Standard Model and Neutrino Mass
The Standard Model describes the properties of the electromagnetic, strong nuclear, and
weak nuclear interactions. The model predicts that elementary particles interact with each
other via force carriers called gauge bosons (figure 1.1). The boson for electromagentism
is the photon γ; the gluon g mediates the strong force, and two charged bosons W± plus
a neutral boson Z0 convey the weak force. The quarks interact via all of these force
carriers, and the charged leptons couple to both electromagnetism and the weak nuclear
force. However, only the bosons of the weak force (the W± and Z0) mediate the interactions
of neutrinos.
When a neutrino exchanges a Z0, the process is called “neutral current” (NC). When a
neutrino interaction is instead mediated by one of the W±, it is called “charged current”
(CC) (figure 1.2). These bosons are heavy, larger than 80 GeV (or 80 times as massive as
a proton) making them very short lived particles. The large amounts of energy required to
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Figure 1.2: Depiction of neutral current and charged current neutrino vertices using Jaxo-
Draw [10].
produce particles as large as the weak gauge bosons greatly reduces the probability that a
weak event will occur, and thus causes the rarity of neutrino interactions.
Neutrinos, charged leptons, and quarks are all fermions: they all have intrinsic angular
momentum (spin) equal to ~/2 (or 1/2 in “natural” units where ~ = 1) and obey the Pauli
exclusion principle. Moreover, they are all Dirac fermions, which means that they can be
projected into left- and right-handed states. Specifically, the handed (chiral) projections of
a Dirac fermion ν are
νL,R = 12(1∓ γ5)ν, νL,R = 12(1± γ5)ν (1.1)
where ν is the adjoint of ν and not its antiparticle1, γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3, and γ0→3 are the
Dirac matrices.
Handedness (chirality) is a Lorentz invariant property: a left-handed particle is left-
handed in all frames. This is important for weak interactions. Both the electromagnetic and
strong forces preserve parity, the symmetry between left- and right-handedness. However,
the weak nuclear force violates parity and so interacts differently with the two chiral states.
1Physically νL (νR) creates a LH (RH) neutrino and destroys a RH (LH) antineutrino, and νL (νR)
destroys a LH (RH) neutrino and creates a RH (LH) antineutrino.
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In fact weak interactions mediated by the W± bosons only couple to left-handed particle
and right-handed antiparticle states. If chirality were not Lorentz invariant, a W boson
could be observed to interact with a particle in some frames but not others—a naively
unphysical notion.
Handedness is related to another quantity called helicity. Helicity is the projection of
a particle’s spin onto its momentum vector. A particle with spin aligned opposite to its
momentum has left (negative) helicity. A particle with spin aligned along its momentum
vector has right (positive) helicity. For a massive particle, helicity is not Lorentz invariant:
an observer can boost to a frame where the momentum of that particle, and thus its helicity,
is reversed. In this case, a particle’s chirality can be written as a linear combination of its
helicity states. However for a massless particle, there is no frame to which an observer
can boost that will reverse that particle’s helicity. In this case its helicity is invariant and
identical to its handedness.
Only left-helicity neutrinos and right-helicity antineutrinos have ever been observed. A
natural assumption, and the one included in the Standard Model, is that therefore only left-
handed neutrinos and right-handed antineutrinos exist. Thus the Model predicts massless
neutrinos. Since massive neutrinos have been observed experimentally, the Standard Model
must be extended to include the missing chiral states. The missing neutrinos will not
interact with the W± or the Z0, and so are called “sterile”.
After incorporating these additional neutrino states, a Dirac mass term (mνν) can be
constructed using equation 1.1 in analogy with other massive fermions
−mD(νLνR + νRνL) (1.2)
where mD is the Dirac mass. This mass term conserves lepton number2, and thus in this
framework neutrinos and antineutrinos are distinct “Dirac” particles. However if lepton
2Lepton number is +1 for leptons, −1 for antileptons, and 0 for other particles.
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number is not conserved, then the neutrino will be a Majorana particle with neutrino and
antineutrino simply being different helicity states of the same particle. Mathematically, this
means that the neutrino field is its charge conjugate: νL,R = νCL,R. A Majorana mass term
(mννC) can then be added to the Larangian using
νCL,R =
1
2
(1± γ5)νC = νCR,L (1.3)
to project out the helicity states. The mass term is
−1
2
mL(νLνCL + ν
C
LνL)−
1
2
mR(νRνCR + ν
C
RνR) (1.4)
where mL,R is the mass of the left- (right-) handed neutrino.
If both Dirac and Majorana terms are present, the mass term of the Lagrangian can be
written
Lmass = −12
(
νL ν
C
R
) mL mD
mD mR
 νCL
νR
+ h.c. (1.5)
then physical masses for the neutrino are determined by diagonalizing the matrix. If mL = 0
(i.e. the left-handed neutrino—the neutrino of the unmodified Standard Model—derives
mass purely from the Dirac term) then the mass eigenvalues are
λ1 ≈ mR, λ2 ≈ m
2
D
mR
, (1.6)
and mD is the geometric mean of mR and λ2. That means that as one eigenvalue increases
the other decreases. This “See-Saw” mechanism explains the very small mass observed for
active neutrinos by postulating a very large mass mR for the sterile right-handed ones [11].
1.3 Neutrino Oscillation Formalism
The experimental evidence for neutrino mass comes from the preponderance of neutrino
oscillation data. This section presents the formalism of neutrino oscillations. All quantities
are expressed in natural units (c = ~ = 1) unless explicitly indicated otherwise.
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Massive neutrinos are produced in flavor eigenstates |νe〉, |νµ〉, |ντ 〉 but propagate in mass
eigenstates |ν1〉, |ν2〉, |ν3〉. The mass eigenstates diagonalize the free neutrino Hamiltonian,
and so the flavor states can be written as a linear combination of mass states
|να〉 =
∑
k
Uαk|νk〉 (1.7)
where the subscript α represents flavor states, the subscript k represents mass states, and
U is the unitary “mixing” matrix that relates them.
For a neutrino propagating in time, the flavor state |να〉t can be written
|να〉t =
∑
k
Uαke
(−iEkt)|νk〉 (1.8)
where the |νk〉 are chosen to be momentum eigenstates and therefore have different energies
via E2k = p
2 + m2k. The amplitude to observe a neutrino in the flavor state |νβ〉 given that
it was initially created in the state |να〉 is
〈νβ |να〉t =
∑
k
UαkU
∗
βke
(−iEkt). (1.9)
So the probability is
Pα→β = |〈νβ |να〉t|2 =
∑
k,l
UαkU
∗
βkU
∗
αlUβle
(−i(Ek−El)t). (1.10)
In the ultrarelativistic limit (γ = 1/
√
1− v2/c2 >> 1 where v is the neutrino velocity)3,
Ek =
√
p2 + m2k ' p +
m2k
2p ≈ E +
m2k
2E and L ' t (1.11)
where L is the distance travelled in time t. Then the probability becomes
Pα→β = |〈νβ|να〉t|2 =
∑
k,l
UαkU
∗
βkU
∗
αlUβle
(−i∆m2klL/2E) (1.12)
where ∆m2kl = m
2
k −m2l .
3For neutrinos with mass < 1 eV and energy > 1 MeV, γ > 106.
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In the case of two-neutrino oscillations, the mixing matrix is written
U =
 cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
 (1.13)
where θ is the neutrino mixing angle. Then the probability of observing, for example, an
electron neutrino that was originally created as a muon neutrino is
Pµ→e = sin2 2θ sin2
∆m2L
4E
. (1.14)
In SI units, this is
Pµ→e = sin2 2θ sin2(1.27
∆m2(eV2)L(m)
2E(MeV)
). (1.15)
In general, the full 3× 3 mixing matrix for all neutrino flavors (called the MNS matrix)
must be used in order to exactly calculate neutrino oscillation probabilities:
UMNS =

Ue1 Ue2 Ue3
Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3
Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3
 =

1 0 0
0 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23


c13 0 s13e−iδ
0 1 0
−s13e−iδ 0 c13


c12 s12 0
−s12 c12 0
0 0 1


eiβ1 0 0
0 eiβ2 0
0 0 1

(1.16)
where sij = sin θij and cij = cos θij , θi,j is the mixing angle between flavors i and j, the
Dirac phase δ is zero if CP is preserved, and the β1 and β2 phases are zero if neutrinos are
not Majorana particles [12]. Then the probability for a neutrino α to oscillate to a neutrino
β becomes:
Pα→β = δαβ − 4
∑
l>k
Re(UαkU∗βkU
∗
αlUβl sin
2 ∆m
2
lkL
4E
) + 2
∑
l>k
Im(UαkU∗βkU
∗
αlUβl sin
∆m2lkL
2E
)
(1.17)
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where the imaginary sum is zero if δ = 0 (i.e. if CP is preserved).
Although it is more obvious from the two neutrino oscillation case (equation 1.14), the
oscillation amplitude is determined by the mixing angles, and the oscillation frequency
depends on the ∆m2lk terms. The parameters L (the distance from neutrino source to mea-
surement) and E (the neutrino energy) also affect the oscillation probability, and from the
perspective of neutrino experiments these are at least measurable if not tunable parameters
that probe the neutrino oscillation phase space. In general, an experiment chooses L/E to
maximize the oscillation probability for a particular neutrino oscillation mode of interest.
1.4 Oscillation Landscape
There are two classes of oscillation experiment: appearance and disappearance. An appear-
ance experiment looks for a neutrino flavor that was not originally created in the source to
determine Pα→β . A disappearance experiment measures the flavor of neutrinos that were
originally present in the source (Pα→α), and if oscillations have occured, should observe
fewer than expected.
Figure 1.3 illustrates the ∆m2 vs sin2 2θ oscillation landscape. There are three signal
regions: solar, atmospheric, and LSND. The regions are named after the types of experiment
that first saw the oscillation signal.
The first solar neutrino oscillation experiments were disappearance experiments. The
very first, proposed by Ray Davis Jr. and John Bahcall [13], was designed to study the
nuclear reactions that fuel the sun by looking for the electron neutrinos produced in those
reactions. They saw only ∼ 1/3 of the predicted number of neutrinos. Other experiments
verified fewer measured neutrinos than expected including GALLEX, SAGE, and Super-K
(all of which measured solar νe directly) as well as KamLAND (which detected νe from
nuclear reactors in the same oscillation region as the solar neutrino signal) [14–17].
9
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Figure 1.3: Measured oscillation regions in a log-log plot of ∆m2 vs sin2 2θ space.
The “smoking gun” confirmation that solar neutrinos oscillate came from SNO in 2002
[18]. In general, oscillation experiments tag the neutrino flavor using the outgoing lepton
from charged-current interactions. In order to interact via this mechanism, the incoming
neutrinos must have enough energy to produce the appropriate flavor lepton (electron me =
0.511 MeV, muon mµ = 106 MeV, or tau mτ = 1800 MeV). The solar neutrino energy
spectrum tops out at ∼20 MeV which is not enough energy to produce either a µ or a τ .
However, SNO measured not only the charged-current interactions, but also neutral current
scattering from deuteron which is sensitive to all neutrino flavors. The solar neutrino flux
determined by the neutral current measurement was in agreement with the nuclear model
prediction.
Like their solar counterparts, most atmospheric oscillation experiments have been neu-
trino disappearance measurements. Experiments such as Kamiokande and Super-K [19, 20]
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find a deficit in the flux of muon neutrinos produced in the atmosphere. These detectors can
observe neutrinos created both in the atmosphere above them as well as those generated on
the other side of the world that travel through the earth to be detected. Although naively
the neutrino fluxes should be the same in both directions, fewer νµ are observed via the
longer pathlengths through the earth. These results have been verified by accelerator neu-
trino experiments such as K2K and MINOS [21, 22] which probe the same “atmospheric”
oscillation phase space.
The only unconfirmed signal in figure 1.3 comes from the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino
Detector (LSND). This experiment observed the appearance of νe in a beam of νµ from the
decay of stopped muons: µ+ → e+νeνµ. LSND ran in the 800 MeV LANSCE proton beam
at Los Alamos for over 6 calendar years. The beam produced ∼30 MeV neutrinos that
travelled ∼30 m to the detector. The signature for a νe event was an inverse beta decay
interaction: νe p → e+ n. The detector triggered on the coincidence of the positron and
a delayed 2.2 MeV photon produced from neutron capture. The resulting measurement of
events over background 87.9±22.4±6.0 (3.8σ) was interpreted as νµ → νe oscillations [23].
When the LSND result is combined with the solar and atmospheric sectors, the three
signals are not compatible with only three neutrino flavors unless non-standard physics such
as CPT violation or Lorentz-invariance violation is invoked. If there are only three flavors
of neutrino (measurements show that only three flavors interact via the weak force [24]),
then
∆m213 = ∆m
2
12 + ∆m
2
23. (1.18)
However, the three measured ∆m2 from figure 1.3 do not add in this way. Since the LSND
signal has not been confirmed, it is important to verify this experimentally before embracing
new physics.
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1.5 MiniBooNE Results
MiniBooNE was proposed in 1997 to test the LSND oscillation result. MiniBooNE looks
for an excess of νe in a beam of νµ which should produce the same result as LSND if CPT
is preserved. MiniBooNE also produces neutrinos at higher energies (∼550 MeV) and has
a longer baseline (∼550 m) than LSND but preserves its L/E. The other main difference is
the event signature: MiniBooNE looks for the charged-current interaction of νe in a nucleus
(νe n → e− p). The detector triggers on the Cherenkov ring produced by the electron in
the detector medium. Further details of the experiment are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
In order to prevent uninentional biases from being introduced to the data analysis,
MiniBooNE adopted a blindness policy. The effect of this was that data in the oscillation
region predicted by LSND was made inaccessable to all but the most basic detector quality
algorithms: “closed” in a “blindness box.” The oscillation analysis was then based on
Monte Carlo simulations and various internal and external sources of data to constrain and
measure parameters of importance to the result. Once finalized, vetted, and approved on
samples of fake data, a rigorous un-blinding proceedure was followed to “open the box”
real-time in front of the MiniBooNE collaboration. This event occured on March 27, 2007.
MiniBooNE employed two largely independent analyses to examine the data. The
main analysis utilized a track-based (TB) reconstruction algorithm [26] to reconstruct
and identify events. A secondary analysis applied a boosted decision tree (BDT) algo-
rithm [27] to identify and separate electron candidate events. The track-based analysis
predicted 358 ± 19(stat) ± 35(syst) electron events from the Monte Carlo in the energy
range 475 < Eν < 1250 MeV and observed 380 events in the data. The BDT analysis
predicted 1070 ± 33(stat) ± 225(syst) events in the energy range 300 < Eν < 1600 MeV
and observed 971 events in the data. Neither observed a significant excess of νe events
above background in these energy ranges putting a limit on the allowed oscillation param-
eter space as shown in figure 1.4 consistent with no oscillations assuming a two-neutrino,
12
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Figure 1.4: Measured 90% confidence limit for MiniBooNE analyses. The track-based result
is called “MiniBooNE” here since it is the primary result [25].
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appearance-only oscillation model [25].
1.6 Synopsis
Although neutrino oscillation measurements are the main goal of MiniBooNE, there are
many other ongoing analyses of MiniBooNE data, in particular extractions of neutrino cross
sections. The remainder of this dissertation presents the cross section for neutral-current
neutrino-nucleon elastic scattering. Chapter 2 outlines the motivation for measuring this
channel. Chapter 3 presents the experimental set-up of MiniBooNE from initial protons to
data on tape. Chapter 4 describes the simulations that model events and the algorithms that
reconstruct both the simulated and actual events. Chapter 5 explains the selections used
to isolate the sample of neutral current elastic events used in this analysis. And Chapter 6
presents the procedures that yield the neutral-current neutrino-nucleon elastic cross section
results as well as the results themselves.
14
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Neutral Current Elastic Cross
Sections
Neutral current nucleon elastic scattering occurs when a neutrino transfers momentum to
a nucleon via a Z0 boson: ν N → ν N . This interaction has been used to investigate weak
interactions, probe nucleon structure, study neutrino oscillations, and has been proposed
to measure the spectrum of neutrinos from supernovae. This Chapter presents an outline
of neutrino-nucleon elastic scattering in theory and experiment.
2.1 History
Proposed in electroweak unified theories in the 1960’s [28–30], neutral current interactions
were first observed in 1973 by the Gargamelle bubble chamber at CERN [31, 32]. Out of
∼1 million total pictures of νµ and νµ events, this experiment saw a single elastic electron
event ν e− → ν e− and ∼160 neutral current nucleon deep-inelastic events ν N → ν X
(where X is a complex hadronic final state).
15
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These results caused much excitement in the particle physics community prompting
measurements of a variety of “muon-less” interactions such as neutral current elastic (NCE)
ν N → ν N . This channel was first observed as ν(ν) p→ ν(ν) p by the Columbia-Illinois-
Rockefeller (CIR) [33] and Harvard-Pennsylvania-Wisconsin (HPWB) [34–36] collaborations
at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and confirmed later by other groups [37, 38].
Although they only measured small numbers of events (ranging from 20 to 100), these
experiments were able to place bounds on electroweak theories by constraining sin2 θW
(where θW is the weak mixing angle).
After more runs to amass higher statistics (∼200 νµ events), members of the HPBW
collaboration showed that the Lorentz struture of the neutral weak current (how the Z0
interacts with other particles) is vector minus axial-vector like the charged weak current
[39]. In other words, the neutral current also violates parity1.
The next step was to investigate the nucleon neutral weak current: how the Z0 interacts
specifically with the nucleon. This current is parametrized with form factors (discussed in
the next section) that describe the structure of the nucleon and are of much interest in
nuclear physics. Both the high statistics HPWB experiment and another experiment at
BNL [40] extracted form factors. However their results left questions about the nature of
strange (s) quarks in the nucleon that have led to proposals by modern experiments for
clarification (discussed in section 2.5).
Other uses for neutral currents include neutrino oscillation experiments and measure-
ments of supernova flux. The neutral current reaction νx d→ νx p n (where x can represent
any flavor of neutrino) was used by the SNO experiment to confirm the solar nuclear physics
model and thus conclusively show solar neutrino oscillation [41]. It has also been noted that
1The weak charged current is ∝ γµ(1 − γ5), which is pure V − A (vector minus axial-vector) and so
maximally violates parity. The weak neutral current is ∝ γµ(cfV − cfAγ5) which is V − A in structure,
but modified by the coefficients cfV and c
f
A which depend on the fermion f involved in the interaction (for
Standard Model neutrinos cfV = c
f
A = 1/2).
16
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pµ p
′
µ
Z0
Figure 2.1: Depiction of the neutral weak nucleon vertex.
this insensitivity to neutrino flavor makes NCE interactions ideal for measuring neutrino
spectra from nearby supernovae since most of that flux is νµ and ντ [42, 43]. Several
proposals have been made to measure these events in existing detectors (e.g. [44, 45]).
The work presented here focuses on using neutrinos to measure nucleon structure. In
order to understand how this is possible, the formalism of the nucleon neutral weak current
is presented next.
2.2 Nucleon Neutral Weak Current
The diagram in figure 2.1 illustrates the neutral weak interaction with the nucleon. The
current for this interaction can be written
Jµ = 〈N(p′)|F1(Q2)γµ + F2(Q2)σµνqν + GA(Q2)γµγ5|N(p)〉 (2.1)
where F1(Q2), F2(Q2), and GA(Q2) are the nucleon form factors and Q2 is related to the
four-momentum transferred to the nucleon qν by
Q2 = −(qν)2 = −(pν ′ − pµ)2. (2.2)
17
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The first two terms in the current are the vector contribution where F1(Q2) and F2(Q2)
are respectively the Dirac and Pauli form factors. The last term in the current is the axial
current where GA(Q2) is the nuclear axial form factor.
The Q2 dependence of the form factors is typically parametrized using a dipole form.
As an example, the Q2 dependence of the axial form factor is given here
GA(Q2) =
1
2
GA(0)
(1 + Q2/M2A)
τ3 + GsA(Q
2) (2.3)
where GA(0) is precisely determined from beta decay measurements, MA is the dipole cutoff
mass, τ3 is +1 (−1) for proton (neutron) scattering, and a term due to the contribution
from strange quarks has been explicitly introduced.
Experiments have shown that strange quarks in the nucleon quark sea contribute to
nucleon mass and momentum (e.g. [46–48]). It is therefore important to consider possible
strange quark contributions to the neutral weak nucleon current. These contributions enter
the current as the additional form factors: F s1 (Q
2), F s2 (Q
2), and GsA(Q
2). The Q2 evolution
of these form factors can also be parameterized by a dipoles:
F s1 (Q
2) =
1
6
−r2sQ2
(1 + Q2/M11 )2
(2.4)
F s2 (Q
2) =
µs
(1 + Q2/M22 )2
(2.5)
GsA(Q
2) =
1
2
∆s
(1 + Q2/M2A)
(2.6)
where M1 and M2 are the relevant masses of the strange vector form factors2, rs is the
strange radius of the nucleon (analogous to the nucleon charge radius), µs is the strange
anomalous magnetic moment of the nucleon, and ∆s is the component of nucleon spin
carried by strange quarks.
Much effort has been spent to understand the structure of the nucleon through measure-
ments of its strange and non-strange form factors with both electron and neutrino scattering
experiments. The results of the electron exeriments are discussed next.
2These masses are commonly set to be equal to the vector cutoff mass MV : M1 =M2 =MV .
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2.3 Measuring Nucleon Structure with Electrons
Electrons interact via both the weak and electromagnetic forces. The electromagnetic cou-
pling (charge) of electrons makes generating and characterizing intense, focused, polarized
electron beams a reasonable task. Because these beams readily interact, scattering of po-
larized electrons on nuclear targets allows high precision measurements of nucleon form
factors.
In the simplest case, the non-strange terms of the weak vector form factors F1(Q2) and
F2(Q2) are directly related to their electromagnetic counterparts3 FEM1 (Q
2) and FEM2 (Q
2)
under the conserved vector current (CVC) hypothesis. CVC assumes that, like electro-
magnetism, the weak vector current is conserved with a universal coupling constant. A
consequence of this hypothesis is that it relates the weak to the electromagnetic current via
isospin4.
Fi =
(
1
2
− sin2 θW
)
(FEMi,p − FEMi,n )τ3 − sin2 θW (FEMi,p + FEMi,n )−
1
2
F si (2.7)
where i is 1 or 2, F si is the strange contribution to the vector form factors, and the Q
2
dependence of the form factors is implied. Polarized electron scattering experiments such
as BLAST and CLAS measure linear combinations and ratios of the electromagnetic form
factors separately for protons and neutrons to high precision [50–52].
Although the strange quark terms F s1 (Q
2) and F s2 (Q
2) do not have electromagnetic com-
plements, they can be extracted from parity violating electron scattering (PVES) experi-
ments. These derive sensitivity to the neutral weak form factors via quantum interference
between the electromagnetic and weak interactions (figure 2.2). Thus collaborations such
as SAMPLE, PVA4, G0, and HAPPEX are able to place tight constraints on the strange
3The electromagnetic current is pure vector: JEMµ = 〈N(p′)|FEM1 (Q2)γµ + FEM2 (Q2)σµνqν |N(p)〉.
4The relationship is 〈N ′|JZµ |N〉 = 〈N ′|J3µ − 2 sin2 θW · JEMµ |N〉 where J3µ is the third component of the
isospin current [49].
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Figure 2.2: These electron scattering amplitudes interfere to provide sensitivity to the
neutral weak current for PVES.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic figure of a DIS process where X is a complex hadronic final state.
vector form factors. The most recent data indicate strangeness contributions to the form
factors that are small, positive, and consistent with zero [53–56].
Polarized electron scattering experiments can also claim to measure the axial form fac-
tors of the weak neutral nucleon current. Using high energy electrons, deep inelastic scat-
tering (DIS) experiments such as the SMC break apart (shatter) polarized nucleons and
analyze the outgoing electron (figure 2.3). The polarized nucleon structure function g1 is
extracted from this data as a function of Q2 and x (the fraction of momentum carried by
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the electron)5. This function can be used in conjunction with the assumption of SU(3)
flavor symmetry and measurments of hyperon beta decays to determine the quark spin
contributions ∆u, ∆d and ∆s which are related to GsA(Q
2) [57]. Recently, semi-inclusive
DIS (SIDIS) experiments such as HERMES have verified and improved on the results from
DIS. These experiments are similar with the addition that mesons in the final state X
are measured directly, reducing one of the complications of DIS. Values for the quark spin
components reported by the SMC [58] have been confirmed to higher precision by the most
recent HERMES results: ∆u = 0.842±0.013, ∆d = −0.427±0.013, and ∆s = −0.085±0.018
[48].
With the exception of the electromagnetic form factors, obtaining nucleon structure
information from electron scattering experiments is not direct. However, neutrino elastic
and quasi-elastic scattering from nucleons directly probe the weak structure of the nucleon.
The next section presents the kinematics of these interactions and the form of the cross
section.
2.4 Neutrino-Nucleon Elastic Scattering
Neutral current elastic (NCE) scattering is the simplest interaction of a neutrino with a
nucleon. The next most simple is charged current quasi-elastic (CCQE) scattering in which
a W boson changes the flavor of the lepton and the isospin of the nucleon. Kinematically,
these interactions can be treated identically, and from the perspective of the nucleon vertex,
the observables are the same.
In the lab frame (nucleon initially at rest), the four-momenta of each particle in the
5Specifically, g1(x) =
1
2
P
q e
2
q∆q(x) where eq is the charge distribution function for quarks of flavor q,
and ∆q(x) is a polarized quark distribution function (parallel minus anti-parallel).
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Figure 2.4: Diagrams for NCE and CCQE scattering with muon neutrinos.
interaction (figure 2.4) is
q1 = (Eν , ~pν)
q2 = (El, ~pl)
p1 = (MN , 0)
p2 = (EN , ~pN ) (2.8)
where El and ~pl are the energy and momentum of the outgoing lepton (νµ for NCE and µ
for CCQE). It is useful to consider the Mandlestam kinematic variables of the interaction
[49]
s = (p1 + q1)2 = (p2 + q2)2 = M2N + 2MNEν
t = (p2 − p1)2 = (q2 − q1)2 = −Q2
u = (q2 − p1)2 = (p2 − q1)2 = M2N − 2MNEl (2.9)
where the outgoing lepton mass is assumed to vanish. The negative of the kinematic variable
t is Q2 which, solving for (p2 − p1)2 can be simply described by the proton kinetic energy
Q2 = 2MNTN . (2.10)
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Given the angle of the outgoing nucleon with respect to the incident neutrino, it is also
possible to determine the neutrino energy
Eν =
MN
(1 + 2MN/TN )1/2 cos θN − 1
. (2.11)
The differential cross section as a function of Q2 for these interactions is found using
(reference [59])
dσ
dQ2
=
1
64piE2νM2N
· |M|2 (2.12)
where the elements of the matrix M come from from the nucleon weak current (equation
2.1) . Following the formalism of Llewellyn-Smith [60], the cross section can be written
dσ
dQ2
=
M2NG
2
F
8piE2ν
[
A(Q2)±B(Q2)(s− u)
M2N
+ C(Q2)
(s− u)2
M4N
]
(2.13)
where the + in front of the B(Q2) term is for neutrinos and the − for antineutrinos, GF
is the Fermi constant, s − u = 4MNEν − Q2 from the Mandelstam variables, and the
coefficients A(Q2), B(Q2), and C(Q2) contain the form factors:
A(Q2) =
Q2
M2N
[
G2A
(
1 +
Q2
4M2N
)
− F 21
(
1− Q
2
4M2N
)
+ F 22
(
1− Q
2
4M2N
)
Q2
4M2N
+ F1F2
Q2
M2N
]
B(Q2) =
Q2
M2N
GA(F1 + F2)
C(Q2) =
1
4
[
G2A + F
2
1 + F
2
2
Q2
4M2N
]
(2.14)
where the Q2 dependence of the form factors has not been written explicitly. Note that at
low Q2 the C(Q2) term dominates the cross section and is very sensitive to the axial term.
All of the nucleon structure information is contained in the form factors of the neutrino
elastic differential cross section. The following section describes both past and proposed
measurements of neutrino scattering and how they extract nucleon structure information.
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2.5 Measuring Nucleon Structure with Neutrinos
Neutral current elastic scattering of neutrinos from protons is ideal for studying the weak
structure of the nucleon. As illustrated in the previous section, the cross section is well
understood. Furthermore unlike electron scattering experiments, there are no model de-
pendencies, assumptions of flavor SU(3), or interference from the other Standard Model
interactions. Experimentally, this channel is completely defined by the measured kinetic
energy of the single observable final state particle: the nucleon.
Neutrino scattering at low Q2 is particularly sensitive to the axial form factor GA(Q2).
The non-strange part of this form factor depends on GA(0) and MA (equation 2.3). GA(0)
is well know from neutron beta decay, but the axial mass MA is less well known. Given
the vector form factors, F1 and F2, the axial mass can be extracted directly from both the
NCE and CCQE differential cross sections.
Extracting the strange axial form factor GsA generally involves taking ratios of these
cross sections. This reduces the sensitivity of the result to experimental uncertainties such
as the neutrino flux as well as theoretical uncertainties such as final state interactions. The
ratio of the neutrino neutral current proton (NCp) to neutral current neutron (NCn) cross
sections, and the ratio of the neutrino NCp to CCQE cross sections are the most common,
though others can be employed [61–63].
The first neutrino scattering experiment to explicitly extract nucleon form factors from
its data was the high statistics run of the HPWB experiment [39] discussed in section
2.1. This experiment measured both the neutrino and anti-neutrino differential NCp cross
sections and solved for all three non-strange nucleon form factors at Q2 = 0 simultaneously.
These values can be calculated explicitly using the anomalous magnetic moments of the
proton and neutron, GA(0), and sin2 θW , though at the time of the experiment not all of
these values were well constrained. The results as extracted by this experiment do not agree
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Figure 2.5: BNL E734 differential cross section results for νµ (951 events) and νµ (776
events) scattering. The lines are the BNL best fits to their combined data that yield
MA = 1.06 GeV [40].
with the calculated form factors using modern values of the above inputs.
The other “high statistics” neutrino experiment at BNL was BNL E734 [40]. This
experiment sought to constrain GA(Q2) via measurements of the flux averaged differential
cross section for both νµ and νµ scattering (figure 2.5). Their measurement of the axial
form factor placed MA (the axial cutoff mass) at 1.06±0.05 GeV which is also in agreement
with the world average. Furthermore, BNL E734 extracted a parameter related to GsA(0):
η = −∆s/GA(0) = 0.12 ± 0.07 which gives a small, negative ∆s consistent with the DIS
results. However, reanalyses of the data [64–66] point to values consistent with zero for
that quantity leading to interest in both the experimental and theoretical community for
new experiments to measure strange form factors in the nucleon.
One of the proposed experiments, the Fine-grained Intense Neutrino Scattering Scintil-
lator Experiment (FINeSSE) seeks to measure ∆s to high precision. The estimate for the
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experimental error after 2 × 1020 protons on target is ±0.025 [67]. FINeSSE proposes to
measure neutrino scattering with a novel detector technology involving optical fibers in an
open volume of liquid scintillator. A prototype called Scibath is currently being tested at
the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF).
Minerva [68] also has as one of its main physics goals a precision measurement of the
axial form factor. This experiment is a compact scintillator detector under construction
at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) to be placed in the Neutrinos from
the Main Injector (NuMI) beamline upstream of the Main Injector Neutrino Oscillation
(MINOS) near detector.
Currently running is SciBooNE [69], an experiment in the Booster beamline (the same
neutrino beam as MiniBooNE) whose purpose is to collect high statistics cross section data
at the neutrino energy range of interest for the Tokai to Kamioka (T2K) long baseline neu-
trino oscillation experiment. Using the Scibar solid scintillator bar detector, SciBooNE will
collect 1 × 1020 protons on target in both neutrinos and antineutrinos. An effort is under-
way to determine the NCp and CCQE cross sections to extract form factor information,
however this analysis is still in its formative stages.
2.6 Neutral Current Elastics in MiniBooNE
MiniBooNE is currently running and has collected nearly 1 × 1021 protons on target of
combined neutrino and antineutrino data. Mature analyses for both NCE and CCQE
events have been developed and have extracted nuclear structure information.
Unfortunately, the current MiniBooNE NCE analysis is not able to extract ∆s from
the data. As defined in equation 2.3, the axial form factor changes sign for proton vs
neutron scattering. Therefore, to prevent averaging out the affect of the form factor, an
experiment seeking to measure this must be able to distinguish proton and neutron events
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in its detector.
Separating these events is possible in a fine-grained tracking detector due to differences
in how neutrons and protons lose energy along their tracks. However, MiniBooNE is an open
volume detector, and cannot reconstruct useful track information for low energy particles
such as these. Therefore it acts like a calorimeter for protons and neutrons, collecting the
total energy deposited by these particles without a method to distinguish them.
Since MiniBooNE will not measure neutral current proton and neutral current neutron
cross sections individually, it will measure their sum. This total elastic cross section is
sensitive to the axial mass MA of the axial form factor. MiniBooNE has already extracted
MA using CCQE events, so it will be interesting to compare the two results.
The remainder of this dissertation describes how MiniBooNE collects, reconstructs, and
analyzes neutral current elastic events to determine both MA and measure a high-statistics
NCE differential cross section as a function of Q2. It begins with an overview of the
MiniBooNE experimental setup.
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MiniBooNE
MiniBooNE is a neutrino oscillation experiment at Fermilab designed to test the LSND
oscillation signal. Since August 2002, MiniBooNE has collected over 800,000 neutrino events
from 1 × 1021 protons on target (∼7.5 × 1020 in νµ and ∼2.5 × 1020 in νµ) comprising the
world’s largest sample of neutrino interactions at ∼1 GeV neutrino energies. This Chapter
presents the experimental setup of MiniBooNE.
3.1 Overview
The neutrino beam for MiniBooNE begins when 8 GeV kinetic energy protons from the
Fermilab Booster are extracted to the MiniBooNE target hall. These protons impinge on a
beryllium target inside a magnetic focusing horn and interact to produce (mainly) charged
pions. The pions are sign-selected according to their electric charge by the strong magnetic
fields in the focusing horn such that pions with the “correct” sign are bent toward the
detector. These are then allowed to decay to muons and muon neutrinos in a decay region.
Muons and leftover pions are stopped in an absorber at the end of this region so that only a
pure neutrino beam reaches the detector. A cartoon overview of the beamline and detector
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Figure 3.1: A cartoon overview of the MiniBooNE beamline and detector.
is shown in figure 3.1.
The detector is a 12 m diameter sphere filled with ∼800 tons of pure (undoped) mineral
oil. It stands in an underground cylindrical vault ∼550 m from the target which is covered
by a ∼3 m overburden of dirt to reduce the rate of cosmic rays. The total volume of mineral
oil is separated into two optically isolated regions: an inner detector region, and an outer
veto region. The inner region is instrumented with 1280 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) that
cover ∼10% of the detector surface. The veto region contains 240 PMTs.
The PMTs detect radiation caused by the movement of charged particles in the oil. This
radiation can arise from Cherenkov or scintillation processes. The timing and topographic
information from this radiation is used to identify and classify neutrino interactions in
MiniBooNE.
3.2 Beam
The beam used for MiniBooNE consits of three stages: the primary proton beam, a sec-
ondary meson beam, and the final neutrino beam.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic view of the 8 GeV beamline from the Booster to MiniBooNE. [72]
3.2.1 Primary (Proton) Beam
The Fermilab Booster, a proton synchrotron, provides the primary beam of 8 GeV kinetic
energy (8.89 GeV/c momentum) protons. These are extracted to MiniBooNE in pulses of
∼4 × 1012 at rates of ∼3–5 Hz [70]. The number of protons in a pulse is measured by two
toroids at different locations in the beamline with an uncertainty of ∼1% [71]. Figure 3.2
shows the path of protons from the Booster to MiniBooNE.
As protons travel to the MiniBooNE target, their trajectories are measured by beam
position monitors on a pulse-by-pulse basis. A program called Autotune [73] uses this infor-
mation to automatically adjust the beam position and angle to keep the protons centered
on the target. Loss monitors at the target and along the beamline record radiation levels,
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and are used to inhibit beam in case of poor alignment.
3.2.2 Secondary (Meson) Beam
Primary protons interact inelastically in the beryllium target to produce mainly charged
pions and kaons. These are directed toward (or away from) the detector by magnetic fields
in the surrounding focusing horn. Those mesons focused toward the detector comprise the
secondary beam.
The MiniBooNE target length is 71 cm(∼1.7 interaction lengths) allowing the majority
of the proton beam to interact in the beryllium. However its radius is only 1 cm so that
pions (mainly produced transversely) escape with only a small chance of being absorbed.
Beryllium was chosen as the target material because for several reasons: it has a high pion
production yield, minimizes remnant radioactivity from the large proton exposure, and
resists material fatigue from the high beam rate. The target is air cooled to dissipate the
∼600 W of power deposited by both primary and secondary beam particles1. The target is
surrounded by the horn, though the two are structurally separate so that the target can be
removed in case of a problem. However, electrical contact is maintained between the two
pieces to prevent arcing due the electrical currents in the horn.
These large currents generate the strong magnetic fields that focus the secondary beam.
Current travels along the horn’s inner conductor and back out along its outer conductor
in a train of ten 143 µs long pulses separated by 1/15 s. The horn then cools for ∼1.5 s
until the next ten-pulse train. The direction of current can be reversed, changing the sign
of the magnetic field and producing a νµ beam. The horn pulse duration is designed so that
the shorter 16 µs proton pulse from the Booster intercepts the horn at maximum current:
170 kA.
1Flowing air at 8 l/s along the target keeps it at 120◦C.
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Figure 3.3: The horn assembly. The outer conductor is rendered transparent to show the
shape of the inner conductor [76].
The magnetic field produced at this peak current is ∼1 T between the inner and outer
conductors (it is negligible elsewhere). Before horn installation, the field was measured to
be the same as the field from an ideal line current: B = µ0I/2pir to a 10% uncertainty (r
is the distance away from the inner conductor) [74].
The magnitude of the magnetic field and the shape of the inner conductor were optimized
in a full GEANT [75] simulation to maximize the νµ flux between 0.5 and 1.0 GeV, but
minimize it at higher neutrino energies. The inner conductor radius varies from 2.2 cm to
6.54 cm, whereas the outer conductor radius is a constant 30 cm (figure 3.3). The entire
horn (184.5 cm long) is enclosed in an airtight box (coffin) designed to contain radioactive
air for a minimum of four hours.
Running the horn produces a large heatload that is carried off by water sprayed onto
the inner conductor. Water from a closed-circuit radioactive water (RAW) system flowing
at 1 l/s removes power at a rate of 3000 W/m2/K. The water is sprayed across the length of
the inner conductor by eighteen vibration-isolated nozzles attached to the outer conductor
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Figure 3.4: The horn assembly with external cooling water system (truss). The outer
conductor is rendered transparent [76].
with stainless steel bellows. The piping for the RAW system is supported by a truss that
surrounds but does not touch the horn (figure 3.4). This isolation helps prevent fatigue
failure of the piping that might otherwise be caused by the mechanical shock of pulsing the
horn.
The MiniBooNE horn design has been a successful one. Comparisons of horn-on and
horn-off data show that it increases the νµ flux by a factor of ∼5 [77]. It has a large
momentum and angular acceptance of produced pions (1 < ppi < 4 GeV/c and 0 < θpi <
0.2 rads). It is also designed to have a long lifetime: 200 million pulses. The first horn
pulsed 96 million times before a ground fault made it unsafe to operate. Despite this, when
it was decomissioned, it held the record for the most pulses on a single horn. The second
horn has pulsed 240 million times and is still in use by the experiment.
3.2.3 Tertiary (Neutrino) Beam
The beam that exits the horn consists mainly of scattered and unscattered primary protons
and secondary mesons. A steel collimator ∼2 m downstream of the horn stops hadrons (pi,
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K, p, n) that would deposit their energy in the enclosure walls instead of entering the decay
region. Forward-going mesons (pi and K) enter this region and decay in flight to produce
the tertiary neutrino beam.
The decay region is a 50 m long air filled cylinder (pipe) with 90 cm radius. At the end of
the region is a permanent ∼300 tons steel absorber to stop the hadronic and muonic portions
of the beam. A second absorber can be lowered into the decay pipe ∼25 m downstream of
the target allowing for systematic studies of the neutrino flux.
The majority of this flux comes from pion and kaon decay: pi+ → µ+νµ and K+ → µ+νµ.
Kaons can also decay to produce electron neutrinos which are an “intrinsic” background to
the oscillation search. Decay of muons µ+ → e+νµνe contribute to this background as well.
However, the proportion of intrinsic νe’s is small and can be characterized experimentally.
Both the νe from pi and K can be constrained from measurements of the corresponding νµ
events in the detector (νµ from K tend to be produced at higher energies than those from
pi). Additional information on intrinsic νe from K decay is obtained via a detector in the
beamline called the Little Muon Counter (LMC) which directly measures the µ from K
decay [78].
Only neutrinos successfully transit the permanent absorber at the end of the decay
region. They then travel through ∼500 m of dirt before intercepting the detector.
3.3 Detector
The MiniBooNE detector (figure 3.5) is a 610 cm radius steel sphere situated underground
in a concrete vault ∼550 m downstream of the target. It is instrumented with over 1500
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), and filled with ∼1 × 106 l of mineral oil (CH2) which makes
up ∼95% of the detector mass. The detector volume is divided into two optically isolated
regions separated by a phototube support structure at a radius of 575 cm. The inner volume
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Figure 3.5: Cut-away of the MiniBooNE detector showing the main signal volume and outer
veto region.
is the main detector region, while the outer volume serves to veto charged particles entering
and/or exiting the detector (generally cosmic rays). This thin shell (35 cm thickness) is
enough to satisfactorily veto cosmic rays because the detector is shielded from above by
an overburden of dirt. The overburden provides a mimumum barrier of 3 m to cosmic ray
particles, limiting their rate in the detector to <10 kHz.
The phototube support structure undergirds 8 inch diameter Hamamatsu [80] PMTs
that observe light from from neutrino interactions in the detector. There are 1280 PMTs
attached via the wire frame shown in figure 3.6 to the inner surface of the barrier to monitor
the main detector region. These provide ∼10% photocathode coverage of that surface. Of
these, ∼950 are 9-stage Hamamatsu model R1408 tubes recycled from LSND. The remain-
der are 10-stage model R5912 (an upgrade to the LSND tubes) purchased specifically for
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Figure 3.6: MiniBooNE PMT in wire support-frame used to attach PMTs to the optical
barrier [79].
MiniBooNE. A further 240 tubes instrument the veto region all of which are the LSND
model.
Each phototube was tested prior to installation to characterize its time and charge re-
sponse and to determine its proper operating voltage [81]. Every tube is set at its own
voltage to provide a uniform gain of ∼107. Other properties of the tubes such as dark cur-
rent, jitter, charge resolution, double pulsing, and pulse shape were also measured. Table 3.1
includes some relevant numbers.
charge resolution ∼15% @ 1 p.e.
time resolution ∼1 ns
average PMT voltage 1800 V
avgerage dark rate 3 kHz
wavelength range 300 – 650 nm
Table 3.1: Selected photomultiplier tube properties.
Of the old tubes, those with the best resolution were installed in the main detector
region, while the others went to the veto region where the reconstruction requirements are
less stringent. In the veto, it is important simply to detect as much light as possible. To
facilitate this the inner surface of the detector and the outer surface of the barrier are
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Figure 3.7: Photograph of the main signal (top) and veto (bottom) regions with attached
PMTs.
painted white to maximize reflections, giving the best chance of detecting photons. The
reflectivity of surfaces in the veto region has been measured to be larger than 80%. In
the main detector region, it is important to minimize reflections since they would interfere
with particle indentification and event reconstruction. So the inner surface of the barrier is
painted a flat black. Figure 3.7 shows a photograph of the two regions.
For optimal transmission of light to the phototubes, the oil must posses certain prop-
erties. These include photon emission in the usable range of the PMTs, low attenuation,
low dispersion in the transmission range, high refractive index, low reactivity with detector
materials, and a low enough viscosity to allow the oil to flow. Some relevant numbers,
including the expansion coefficient, are given in table 3.2.
Oil expansion due to temperature changes is a serious issue for MiniBooNE due to its
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density 0.845±0.001 g/cm3
refractive index 1.4684±0.0002 (@ 589.3 nm, 20.0◦C)
attenuation length 14±2 m (@ 400nm)
expansion coefficient 0.1% per 1◦C
Table 3.2: Selected measurements of oil properties.
large size. A temperature change of 1◦C equals a volume change of 1000 liters. The impact
of this is amplified by the Erlenmeyer flask shape of the detector tank: a cylindrical access
portal tops the main detector sphere. This shape transforms a change of 1◦C to a change
of 10 inches of oil level in the portal.
A 1000 liter buffer tank connected to the detector mediates these issues. If the oil level
rises too much, a pipe at the top of the access portal drains oil to the buffer tank. If the
level drops too much, oil can be pumped from the buffer tank through the detector fill line
to the bottom of the detector. Figure 3.8 shows the relative location of the main and buffer
tanks. In practice, the oil in the detector is kept below the ambient vault temperature and
allowed to rise at a very slow rate. This ensures that the oil level is always as high as the
drain pipe.
This plumbing system also allows oil to be circulated between the two tanks. MiniBooNE
utilized this ability after the initial fill to saturate the oil with nitrogen by bubbling it into
the buffer tank while circulating the oil. Nitrogen displaces oxygen which can degrade the
oil affecting light progation [82]. Nitrogen levels in the detector tank are preserved post-
saturation by bubbling small quantities of gas directly into the detector, maintaining an
overpressure of nitrogen in the access portal. Appendix A provides further details.
The access portal also has penetrations for PMT signal cables that connect the pho-
tomultipliers to the front end electronics. The top of the portal is located in the detector
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Figure 3.8: Elevation showing the MiniBooNE detector and buffer tanks as well as the
support building and dirt overburden [79].
Figure 3.9: Perspective drawing of MiniBooNE with emphasis on the support plant [79].
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support plant (figure 3.9), the building above the vault that houses the front-end electronics
for the PMTs, the data acquisition electronics, certain calibration and monitoring systems,
as well as utilities (power and HVAC).
3.4 Data Acquisition
The electronics and data acquisition systems housed in the support building convert analog
photomultiplier tube signals into digital charge and time information for each PMT and
build that information into events. Instead of digitizing the full signal waveform for each of
the 1520 PMT channels, MiniBooNE uses fast analog filters to transform the signal pulse
into modified charge and time waveforms. These modified voltages are digitized at 100 ns
intervals called “clock ticks”.
Figure 3.10 represents the digitization of one channel. The top trace shows the PMT
signal pulse from which the integrated charge (Vq) trace is generated. When the PMT
signal voltage crosses a threshold equivalent to ∼0.25 photoelectrons, a discriminator starts
the integrated time ramp (Vt). The digitized information from this voltage provides a
sub-nanosecond precision measurement of the signal time.
This charge and time data are stored in 204.8 µs circular buffers until the trigger decides
whether to keep the event. When triggered, the data in the buffers are transferred to the
main acquisition computer where events are assembled and stored. The following informa-
tion is kept: the clock tick number just before the timing pulse fires (t−1), and the four
digitized Vq and Vt values from clock ticks t−1 through t+2 called a “quad”. If the trigger
takes longer than the 204.8 µs buffer time to make a decision, that data is overwritten,
and the event is lost. Such an event is called “latent”, and is removed from analysis by
downstream software filters (see Chapter 5). Only a few tenths of a percent of beam events
are latent.
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Figure 3.10: DAQ signal traces. Vq and Vt traces are derived from the upper Vpmt trace
and digitized at 100ns intervals (clock ticks) [79].
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A variety of triggers are implemented in the DAQ to determine whether an event should
be stored [83]. However, only the two used for the neutral current elastic analysis will be
described here. The most important of these is the beam trigger which takes precedence
over (inhibits) all other triggers. It is the basis for all neutrino induced events described
in later chapters. The beam trigger is set when the DAQ receives timing signals from the
Booster indicating that protons are being extracted to MiniBooNE. It opens a 19.2 µs long
time window that surrounds the 1.6 µs long beam spill. The next most important trigger
for this analysis is the “strobe” trigger. This is also 19.2 µs long and is set by a pulse
generator operating at 2.01 Hz. This trigger provides a random sample of beam-unrelated
activity in the detector.
3.5 Calibration Systems
The raw information collected by the electronics and stored by the DAQ for each phototube
must be calibrated to be useful for analysis. This calibration determines the true time and
actual charge collected by each PMT. The detector as a whole must also be calibrated to
determine its energy range and resolution.
3.5.1 PMT Response & Calibration
The PMT charge and time “quad” recorded by the DAQ becomes useful for event recon-
struction and particle ID only after conversion to an absolute measurement of charge in
photoelectrons and time in nanoseconds. To perform such a calibration, it is necessary to
quantify the charge and time responses of each PMT. MiniBooNE accomplishes this with
a laser system designed to calibrate the PMTs in situ over the lifetime of the experiment.
A pulsed diode laser external to the detector connects to five optical fibers via a switch
box. Four of these fibers terminate in the detector in flasks filled with a dispersive medium
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called Ludox r© that allows essentially isotropic reemission of light into the oil. Each of
these flasks is located at different positions in the detector (table 3.3). The fifth fiber is
bare, and light exits that fiber in a 10◦ cone that illuminates a small circle of phototubes at
the bottom of the detector. Both the intensity of the laser and frequency of the pulses are
adjustable allowing a variety of calibration studies. In general the laser operates at ∼80%
intensity and pulses at ∼3.3 Hz asynchronously with proton delivery to MiniBooNE.
Device radius (cm) x (cm) y (cm) z (cm)
Flask #1 4.4 -0.3 -4.1 1.5
Flask #2 215.0 144.9 96.1 -126.4
Flask #3 83.7 1.7 -0.8 83.7
Flask #4 220.3 -80.0 203.9 -24.1
Bare Fiber 550.0 82.0 540.0 65.0
Table 3.3: Locations of laser flasks and the termination point of the bare fiber in beam
coordinates (z along beam, y is up, and tanφ = z/x).
The nature of PMT calibrations performed using the laser system is determined by the
internal workings of the phototubes (figure 3.11). Light incident on the photocathode ejects
electrons via the photoelectric effect. These photoelectrons are accelerated by an electric
field to the first dynode (figure 3.12). Here the energy of impact ejects (in general) a larger
number of secondary electrons that are then accelerated to the next dynode. This process
continues through the dynode chain until enough electrons to form a measurable current
are collected by the anode.
The process of converting photons to a measured current is statistical at each stage and
so subject to variability. This is most apparent in the quantum efficiency of the tubes. Not
every photon generates a measured current, an effect that depends on the wavelength of
the incident photon. Figure 3.13 shows the quantum efficiency for new (R5912) PMTs [85].
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Figure 3.11: Cut away of a PMT (different photocathode shape than used in MiniBooNE)
[84].
Figure 3.12: Schematic of photoelectron paths from different parts of the photocathode to
the first dynode [84].
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Figure 3.13: Photocathode quantum efficiencies as a function of wavelength for R5912
phototubes.
The statistical nature of the phototubes also causes fluctuations in the gain, the overall
factor by which the the number of electrons increases from the photocathode to the anode
(∼107 in MiniBooNE). Variations in the gain are variations in the raw measured charge
(from the DAQ quad) for a given number of initial photoelectrons. MiniBooNE measures
the distributions of these fluctuations for each PMT by pulsing low intensity laser light into
one of the flasks (generally the central flask). The light level is tuned such that PMTs only
observe a single photoelectron.
The distribution of single photoelectron events in a PMT is the charge response for that
tube: how much raw charge is measured per photoelectron. The mean of this 〈Q1PEraw 〉 is
used to calibrate the measured raw charge of a PMT:
q =
Qraw
〈Q1PEraw 〉
(3.1)
where q is the calibrated charge in photoelectrons and Qraw is the charge measured by the
DAQ for a particular event [86]. The width of this single photoelectron distribution gives
the charge resolution. The average charge resolution for MiniBooNE tubes is ∼15% for 1
photoelectron.
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As with charge response, there is also variability in time response. This can be caused
by the initial position, direction, and energy of the emitted photoelectrons as well as by
the number emitted. Signals from events with more photoelectrons tend to be collected
sooner than those with fewer, a process known as time slewing. Just as with charge, the
time calibrations for each PMT can be extracted from laser events, though both single and
multi-photoelectron event distributions are collected. The calibrated time is given by
t = Traw + ∆toffset + ∆tslew(q) (3.2)
where Traw is the raw time information determined from the DAQ quad, ∆toffset is a PMT-
dependent constant that accounts for timing differences from things such as cable lengths
and dynode structure, and ∆tslew(q) is the correction for time slewing. Time resolutions in
MiniBooNE are ∼1.6 ns for R1408 tubes and ∼1.2 ns for R5912 tubes.
The calibrated time distribution using the laser system on R1408 (old) phototubes
is shown in figure 3.14. In general, the desired signal is the “prompt light” peak that
dominates the distribution (note the log y-scale). The rest of the structure comes from
timing features common to phototubes. “Dark noise” typically comes from thermionic
emission of electrons from the cathode and dynodes. “Pre-pulsing” occurs if the photon
passes through the photocathode and strikes the first dynode directly. This causes the hit
to be reconstructed early. “Late-pulsing” can be caused by ionization of remnant gas in the
phototube. “Reflections” come from the detector wall and phototube faces. “Scattering” is
a property of the oil that affects the detector response, and is discussed further in section 3.6.
3.5.2 Detector Calibration
It is as important to calibrate the whole detector as it is each individual phototube. Mini-
BooNE uses a cosmic muon calibration system to precisely measure the energy, position,
and direction of muons in the full range of interest to the experiment. The system also
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Figure 3.14: Calibrated (labelled “corrected”) time distribution of R1408 PMTs for laser
light from flasks.
calibrates electrons with energy less than 50 MeV using electrons produced by muons that
decay at rest.
The cosmic muon calibration system consists of a muon tracker above the detector in the
support building, and scintillator cubes in the detector fiducial volume. The muon tracker
is two sets of two layers of scintillator hodoscope separated by ∼1 m that determines the
position and direction of muons entering the detector. On its own, the tracker provides
a high statistics sample of muons that calibrate direction reconstruction to an angular
resolution of ∼3◦ [87, 88].
The scintillator cubes are permanently located at different depths in the detector be-
tween 15 and 400 cm below the muon tracker. Each is 5 cm on a side, optically isolated
from the detector oil, and connected via optical fiber to a 1 inch PMT outside the detector.
The cubes give the terminal position of the ∼500 cleanly measured muons per month that
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Figure 3.15: Cosmic muon energy calibration shown with predictions from a Monte Carlo
simulation (discussed in Chapter 4). The visible energy is an “electron equivalent” energy
which explains deviations from a straight line.
stop in them with an uncertaintly less than 3 cm.
The measurement of range from the muon tracker and cubes provides muon energy
resolution to a ∼3% uncertainty that is almost entirely due to fluctuations in muon energy
loss. This sets the absolute energy scale calibration for muons between 20 and 800 MeV to
±1% [89]. Figure 3.15 shows how the energy determined from muon range calibrates the
visible energy. This is also used to tune the light propagation model used in the simulations
(discussed in Chapter 4).
When a muon stops, it decays into a “Michel” electron. The energy distribution of
Michel electrons is well known and can be used to determine both the energy resolution and
scale for low energy electrons. MiniBooNE has collected large samples of Michel electrons
both from stopping cosmic muons and muons produced via neutrino interactions. The
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Figure 3.16: Observed Michel electron energy distribution (histogram) compared with the
best fit (solid line) convolution of the theoretical energy distribution and a gaussian with
width proportional to
√
E. The energy resolution is 15% at 50 MeV.
measured energy resolution for these particles is ∼15% at 53 MeV (figure 3.16).
3.6 Light Emission and Propagation
In general light generated from a neutrino interaction in MiniBooNE must travel through
meters of oil before being detected by a phototube. To understand this process, it is useful
to consider both the emission and transmission of this light.
3.6.1 Light Emission
In MiniBooNE, light is emitted by charged particles via two processes: Cherenkov and
scintillation radiation.
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Cherenkov Radiation
Cherenkov radiation is the coherent emission of light by a charged particle moving through
an insulating medium at superluminal velocities. The velocity of light in a medium cn is
characterized by the index of refraction n of that medium: cn = c/n. Charged particles
that move faster than cn (the Cherenkov threshold) create a photonic shockwave analogous
to the sonic boom caused by supersonic particles. The wavefront of this shock is conical
and emitted with a characteristic opening angle θC defined by
cos θC =
1
βn(λ)
(3.3)
where β is the relativistic velocity v/c and n(λ) shows the explicit dependence of the re-
fractive index on the wavelength of the emitted light λ.2
The conical shockwave travels as shown in figure 3.17 with θC decreasing as the particle’s
velocity decreases until it finally drops below Cherenkov threshold. The disturbance is
detected as a ring (the cross section of a cone) on the detector wall. For a particle of charge
ze moving above threshold, the number of photons emitted per unit wavelength per unit
path length is
d2N
dλdx
=
2piαz2
λ2
sin2 θC (3.4)
where α is the fine structure constant (e2/~c) [84]. This light is prompt: emitted immedi-
ately upon passage of the particle.
Scintillation Radiation
The other mechanism by which charged particles emit light in the detector is scintillation.
Scintillation is a by-product of ionization energy loss and occurs when charged particles
2In MiniBooNE, n(λ) is characterized by the Cauchy parameterization n(λ) = nD +B
“
1
λ
+ 1
λD
”
where
λD = 589.3 nm is the sodium doublet Fraunhofer D line, and the parameters nD = n(λD) = 1.4684±0.0002
and B = 4240± 157 nm2 have been measured at 20◦C for MiniBooNE oil [90].
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Figure 3.17: Cherenkov radiation schematic [84].
travelling through the mineral oil excite electron states of organic molocules in their path.
The resulting de-excitation of these states emits light that is isotropic and delayed with re-
spect to the passage of the particle. The emission wavelengths and time spectra of this light
are dependent on the chemical composition and molecular structure of the oil. Neutrons
can also produce scintillation light, though indirectly by producing protons via scattering
or charge exchange.
Scintillation is only approximately proportional to the ionization loss of particles in the
the oil. In general effects between excited molecules such as recombination and quenching
reduce the light yield [91]. The corrected energy loss is described by Birk’s saturation law
in terms of the ionization energy loss:
dE′
dx
=
dE/dx
1 + kBdE/dx
(3.5)
where kB = 0.014 g/cm2/MeV is Birk’s constant for mineral oil.
Measurements to characterize scintillation production in MiniBooNE mineral oil were
carried out using the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF) 200 MeV proton beam.
Results from these studies showed scintillation light with a characteristic time of ∼19 ns
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Figure 3.18: Attenuation rate in MiniBooNE mineral oil as a function of wavelength. The
thick solid curve is the total rate, the thin solid curve comes from fluorescence, the dashed
curve from scattering, and the dotted curve from absorption [94].
[92].
3.6.2 Light Transmission
Once emitted, the photons must travel through the oil to the phototubes where they can
be measured. However there are processes along the way that attenuate (reduce the inten-
sity along the original direction of) the emitted light. In MiniBooNE these processes are
fluorescence, scattering, and absorption.
Measurements of fluorescence and scattering rates have been made for the mineral oil,
as has the total attenuation rate [93]. The absorption rate is not measured but defined to
be the difference between the attenuation rate and the fluorescence and scattering rates. A
summary of the attenuation measurements and its components is shown in figure 3.18.
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Fluorescence
Fluorescence occurs when an optical photon from either Cherenkov or scintillation processes
excites electrons in an organic molecule called a “fluor”. The electrons de-excite to an
interim state emitting a lower energy (longer wavelength) photon: a process called a Stokes
transition. The photon is emitted isotropically and with a characteristic time less than
10−7 s.
Mineral oil contains both natural and manufacturer-added fluors (e.g. Vitamin E which
is added as an antioxidant and a stabilizer). Extensive measurements have been used to
completely characterize four fluors that are of relevance to MiniBooNE [95, 96].
Scattering
Two other processes that attenuate light during transmission are Raman and Rayleigh
scattering. Raman scattering is similar to fluorescence in that an incident photon excites
an electron which then makes a Stokes transition emitting a less energetic photon. However
here, the energy difference is converted into rotational or vibrational modes in the molocule.
Rayleigh scattering occurs when a photon excites an electron which de-excites by re-
turning to its original state emitting a photon of the same frequency (but now in a new
direction). This is the most common process by which quasimonochromatic light is scattered
in a substance [97]. Tests performed at Fermilab confirmed this showing that ∼95% of scat-
tered light comes from Rayleigh scattering while only ∼5% comes from Raman scattering
[98].
The information presented regarding scattering, the other optical properties of the oil,
and indeed every part of the experimental setup from the initial 8 GeV protons is modelled
by Monte Carlo event simulations discussed in the next Chapter.
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Event Simulation and
Reconstruction
Each stage of the experiment described in the previous chapter must be simulated from
initial protons to data storage. These simulated events as well as the real data are then
reconstructed from simple charge and time information to more physically meaningful vari-
ables (such as energy or number of emitted scintillation photons) which provide the basis of
analysis. This chapter describes the simulation and reconstruction processes and routines.
4.1 Beam and Flux Simulations
The MiniBooNE beam and flux simulations are coordinated by three separate programs.
The first, a GEANT4–based Monte Carlo [75], simulates the MiniBooNE beam starting
from primary protons interacting with the beryllium target and ending at the decays of the
secondary particles (mesons and muons) that yield neutrinos. The second, a FORTRAN
based program, re-decays each neutrino parent 1000 times so that the beam Monte Carlo
incurs negligible statistical errors. The final program, also FORTRAN based, uses the re-
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decayed events to determine the neutrino energy spectrum for each neutrino type as input
to the cross section Monte Carlo discussed in the next section.
The GEANT4 program generates the initial protons at the target according to the
actual MiniBooNE beamline optics. It models the geometry and materials of all objects
in the target hall and decay region as well as the horn’s magnetic field. The Monte Carlo
then tracks the particles involved in neutrino production through these materials and the
magnetic field, accurately simulating the physics processes that govern the interactions of
these particles.
The most important of these interactions for neutrino flux predictions are the inelastic
interactions of primary protons with the beryllium target since it is the secondary beam
particles produced in these interactions (pi±, K±,0, protons, and neutrons) that yield the
neutrinos. MiniBooNE employs three methods to model the production cross sections
for these interactions. A Sanford–Wang parameterization describes the double–differential
inclusive production cross sections for pi± and K0; production of K+ is handled with a
Feynman scaling formalism; and the other cross sections are obtained from MARS15 [99]
simulations.
The Sanford–Wang parameterization [100] of the inclusive production cross section is
given by
d2σ
dpdΩ
= c1
(
1− p
pB − c9
)
exp
[
−c3 p
c4
pc5B
− c6θ(p− c7pBcosc8θ)
]
. (4.1)
where p and θ are the meson momentum and angle, pB is the beam momentum, and the
constants c1, . . . , c9 are empirical parameters determined from fits to meson production
data. The parameters used in MiniBooNE come from fits to BNL E910 [101] (pB = 6.4,
12.3, and 17.6 GeV/c; 0.4 < p < 5.6 GeV/c; 18 < θ < 400 mrad) and CERN HARP [102]
(pB = 8.9 GeV/c; 0.75 < p < 6.5 GeV/c; 30 < θ < 210 mrad). These experiments have
good coverage of the entire MiniBooNE phase space.
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Figure 4.1: HARP pi+ data (points with errors) shown with Sanford–Wang fits (central solid
line in each panel) at various pion angles. The outer dashed lines represent uncertainties
assigned to these cross sections. Plots come from [103].
Figure 4.1 shows the HARP pi+ data with Sanford–Wang fits. These HARP data are
particularly relevant since they occur at the same pB and with the same beryllium target
as MiniBooNE. Reference [104] provides a detailed discussion of the HARP experiment and
its relevance to MiniBooNE.
The Feynman scaling parameterization of the K+ cross section [105] depends only on
the transverse momentum pt of the outgoing K+ and the Feynman scaling parameter xF =
pCM‖ /p
CM,max
‖ (where p‖ is longitudinal momentum):
d2σ
dpdΩ
=
p2K
EK
c1(1− |xF |)c3exp[−c3|xF |c4 − c7|pt ∗ xF |c6 − c2pt − c5p2t ] (4.2)
where the constants c1, . . . , c7 are fit to external [106–114] data that cover the majority of
MiniBooNE’s parameter space (figure 4.2).
These K+ as well as the other mesons produced via the primary proton interactions
are then tracked until they decay. Those that decay to neutrinos are routed to the second
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Figure 4.2: Transverse momentum pt vs xF for MiniBooNE K+ production phase space.
The open squares show the MiniBooNE beam Monte Carlo prediction. The other markers
indicate the external data.
program that re-decays them 1000 times. This process maximizes the number of final
neutrinos simulated for the available computing power, and even allows neutrinos from rare
interactions to be produced at a statistically significant level.
At this point in the simulations, the neutrino flavor composition is 93.6% νµ, ∼5.9%1
νµ, ∼0.5% νe, and less than 0.1% νe. The majority (∼97%) of νµ events come from decays
of pi+ with K+ contributing most of remaining 3%. The final program constructs the fluxes
for each of these neutrino species (as in figure 4.3) and inputs them into the neutrino cross
sections simulation code.
1Cross sections further reduce this contribution to ∼2%
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Figure 4.3: Predicted νµ and intrinsic νe fluxes as a function of neutrino energy.
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4.2 Neutrino Interactions Simulation
Neutrino interaction simulations in MiniBooNE are executed by the FORTRAN–based
Nuance cross section Monte Carlo and event generator [115]. The code was originally
developed to simulate atmospheric neutrino interactions in the IMB detector and was later
modified for use by Super-K and K2K. Several other existing and proposed experiments
have further adapted Nuance for their own uses including SNO, KamLAND, MINOS, T2K,
MINERvA, NoVA, FINeSSE, SciBooNE, and of course MiniBooNE.
In MiniBooNE, Nuance receives as input the predicted neutrino fluxes and the detector
configuration. It then outputs a neutrino interaction rates file and generates events for each
input neutrino flavor and 99 separate interactions in an energy range from 10−1 to 103 GeV.
The Nuance interaction code is based on the following models:
• the Llewellyn-Smith expression for the quasi-elastic cross section on free nucleons [60],
• the Smith-Moniz relativistic fermi gas (RFG) model for scattering from nucleons
bound in a nucleus [116],
• the Rein and Sehgal calculations of resonance cross sections [117], and
• the Bodek-Yang deep inelastic scattering (DIS) cross section at large invariant mass
W and momentum transfer Q2.
A complete description of the Nuance implementation in MiniBooNE exists in reference
[118]. The discussion presented here focuses only on the interactions relevant to this analysis.
4.2.1 Quasi-Elastic Scattering
Both charged current and neutral current two-body neutrino scattering from nucleons con-
stitute quasi-elastic scattering in Nuance.
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Charged Current Scattering
Charged current quasi-elastic scattering (CCQE) νµn → µ−p dominates neutrino interac-
tions at MiniBooNE energies and composes 40% of observed events in the detector, more
than any other channel. The only parameters necessary to describe CCQE scattering off
a free nucleon are the form factors described in Chapter 2. Except for the axial mass MA
(and the strange quark contributions), these are all well known. MA, which is measured
from neutrino experiments, is the largest source of theoretical error in calculating the free
nucleon cross section.
Calculating the CCQE cross section from nucleons bound in a nucleus is more fraught
with error since there is not much data to constrain the many theoretical predictions.
MiniBooNE models nuclear effects with a custom–modified [119, 120] Smith-Moniz RFG
which includes several effects that alter the interaction:
• Fermi motion of the nucleons in the nucleus does not significantly alter the total cross
section, but instead changes the kinematics of the interaction.
• Pauli blocking prevents nucleons from transitioning to energy states in the nucleus
that are filled by other nucleons. The reduction in phase space available to final state
protons supresses the cross section.
• Nuclear binding between nucleons in the nucleus also supresses the cross section.
Thus the overall result of nuclear effects is to suppress the cross section.
In this neutral current elastic analysis, CCQE events enter only as a ∼1% background.
However, the formalism for charged current quasi-elastic and neutral current elastic scat-
tering is essentially the same.
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Figure 4.4: Neutral current elastic proton and neutron Nuance cross sections as a function
of energy (from [118]).
Neutral Current Scattering
Though neutral current scattering from a free nucleon νµN → νµN is an elastic process,
scattering from nucleons bound in a nucleus is quasi-elastic, and the interactions are some-
times called “neutral current quasi-elastic”. These are the signal interactions for this anal-
ysis. Neutral current elastic (NCE) scattering accounts for ∼15% of observed events in
MiniBooNE. The formalism differs from CCQE only in that the approximation that the
out-going lepton mass is zero is an identity for NCE scattering (Chapter 2).
Scattering from protons and neutrons contribute approximately equal fractions to this
interaction. Although the cross section is∼40% larger for neutrons than protons (figure 4.4),
there are ∼33% more protons in the CH2 target molocules.
Naively, only scattering from protons is visible in MiniBooNE via scintillation or Cher-
enkov radiation. However, neutrons produce light indirectly either by re-scattering on
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protons within the nucleus or by scattering on other nuclei once they escape. Thus both
neutral current proton and neutral current neutron events are predicted to contribute to
the observed event sample. Moreover, the ways neutron events produce light are so similar
to those of proton events that there is currently no method to distinguish between them.
Chapter 6 includes a discussion of the efficiencies of detecting neutral current proton and
neutral current neutron events (figure 6.14).
4.2.2 Single pion production
In the current version of Nuance, single pion production accounts for the only significant
predicted neutrino background to the NCE analysis other than CCQE. Contributions to
single pion reactions come from both resonant and coherent production.
There are three charged current resonant 1pi channels (νµp → µ−ppi+, νµn → µ−ppi0,
νµn→ µ−npi+) and four neutral current resonant 1pi channels (νµp→ νµppi0, νµp→ νµnpi+,
νµn→ νµnpi0, νµn→ νµppi−). These reactions occur via production of a nucleon resonance
(∆ or N∗). The dominant contribution to single pion production at these energies is from
the ∆(1232), however all known resonances with invariant mass < 2 GeV are included in
Nuance.
The other contribution to single pion production comes from coherent production. This
occurs when the neutrino scatters from an entire nucleus A (νµA→ µ−pi+A, νµA→ νµpi0A).
These interactions do not break up the nucleus. In fact, the nucleus as a whole remains in
its ground state without changing its charge or isospin. Coherent production accounts for
only a small fraction (∼5%) of the total neutrino cross section at neutrino energies aroung
1 GeV.
Of single pion production, neutral current 1pi is the largest background to the NCE
analysis at ∼15%. This is mainly due to certain final state interactions discussed next.
Charged current 1pi and coherent pion production are much smaller backgrounds together
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with multi-pion channels (not discussed here) together making up only ∼1% of neutrino
interactions in this analysis.
4.2.3 Final State Interactions
“Final state interactions” (FSI) is a general term used here to describe any re-interaction of
the original particles produced by neutrino interactions in carbon nuclei before they leave
the nucleus. Such processes can completely transform the the observed final state of an
event.
Nuance simulates FSI by tracking hadrons through the nucleus in steps of 0.2 fm. At
each step it calculates an interaction probability based on measured pi–N and N–N cross
sections and angular distributions. This method allows particles to interact several times
before leaving the nucleus. Nuance also simulates nuclear de-excitation by allowing the
nucleus to transition to a higher energy level and promptly decay to its ground state via
emission of several–MeV photons.
Final state interactions for pions include absorption, charge exchange (e.g. pi+n→ pi0p
and pi−p → pi0n), and elastic and inelastic scattering and re-scattering. Pion absorption
is expected approximately 20% of the time in Nuance, and charge exchange ∼10%. These
processes can also occur at the detector modeling stage in the simulation chain with final
state particles in the volume of the detector. However, the affects of absorption and charge
exchange at that stage of simulation have not been investigated here since the Nuance
processes are dominant in this analysis. Errors on these processes from both simulations
are included in the final results.
Scattered nucleons also incur FSI. While roughly 1–2% of nucleon re-interactions pro-
duce a pion, nucleons are much more likely to re-scatter and produce additional nucleons. In
this way, neutrons scattering off protons are a mechanism by which neutral current neutron
events generate light in the detector.
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Another component of FSI is the production of several–MeV photons from nuclear de-
excitation. This occurs most often in resonant pion production channels.
Because final state interactions can completely obscure the original interaction type,
MiniBooNE typically classifies events according to the final state: what is actually observed
in the detector. Therefore, an event with any number of neutrons, protons, and soft photons,
but no leptons or pions would be “NCE-like”. Since Nuance simulated FSI tend to suppress
pion production, it is more common for a true single pion event to be classified “NCE-like”
than for a true NCE event to be classified as “1pi-like”. This accounts for the majority of
the single pion background entering the NCE sample.
Once particles from neutrino interactions have escaped the nucleus, relevant information
about them (such as their energies and momenta) is directed to the detector response
simulation.
4.3 Detector Simulation
The detector Monte Carlo is a GEANT3–based program that simulates the MiniBooNE
detector response to particles as they travel through the materials in and around it. A
general overview of this process is presented here; further details may be found in reference
[121].
The Monte Carlo code models the detector geometry as it is described in Chapter 3 with
the addition of a large (14 m radius) cylinder of surrounding material (dirt) as in figure 4.5.
This additional volume is included because it is possible for neutrinos interacting in the
surrounding dirt to produce particles that enter the detector. While many of these particles
should produce light in the veto region, some can fake the signature of an event created
within the detector. These events are a large background for the NCE analysis.
The detector Monte Carlo distributes the Nuance input events throughout the simulation
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Figure 4.5: GEANT3 geometry for the detector, vault, electronics area, overburden, and
surrounding dirt.
volume weighted by the local density. Thus the surrounding dirt (ρ = 2.15 g/cm3) receives
more interactions per unit volume than the oil (ρ = 0.855 g/cm3).2
Once the event vertices are established, the Monte Carlo propagates the final state
particles through the simulation volume accounting for relevant physical and optical phe-
nomena (e.g. particle decay or capture, scattering, hadronic phenomena including pion
absorption and charge exchange (modeled here by GCALOR [122]), dE/dx, Cherenkov and
scintillation emission). All photons emitted by primary final state particles, their decay
products, or scattered particles are tracked from the point of origin until they are absorbed
via any of the phenomena discussed in Chapter 3. Of course, absorption also occurs at
PMT photocathodes but with a probability to produce a photoelectron.
For each particle produced in the detector Monte Carlo, the program records relevant
2It is interesting to note that although the density of the dirt is handled correctly, the dirt itself is modeled
as carbon nuclei.
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“truth” information such as the particle vertex and initial momentum. The simulation also
stores the number of scintillation and Cherenkov photons that were created and their arrival
times at the PMT photocathodes.
Once photoelectrons are generated at the PMT cathodes, a separate program that mod-
els the data acquisition (DAQ) system takes over simulation of these events. The purpose
of the DAQ simulator is to make events from the Monte Carlo look just like the data so that
both can be treated equally by further processing. To that end, the DAQ simulator smears
photoelectron charge and time at the photocathode to determine these quantities at the
anode. Then for each channel (just like the real data acquisition described in Chapter 3), it
fires a discriminator when the charge threshold is crossed, loads data into time and charge
“quads”, and simulates how this data is recorded to tape. The resultant information is then
calibrated according to the same procedure as real events. Processed in this way, Monte
Carlo events exactly mimic the uncalibrated data with the addition that the particle truth
information is still intact.
The final step for simulated events is the introduction of neutrino unrelated backgrounds
(e.g. cosmic ray events and PMT dark noise). Instead of simulating such backgrounds, each
Monte Carlo event is merged with a data event from the 2.01 Hz random (strobe) trigger.
However, these merged events are processed only if the neutrino interaction produced light
in a PMT, otherwise they are discarded. Since there are many more beam triggers without
a neutrino event than with (let alone a neutrino event that produces light), this procedure
necessarily underestimates the amount of beam unrelated background that ought to be
present in a given sample of Monte Carlo. However this issue is addressed for the neutral
current elastic analysis using particle ID (Chapter 5).
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4.4 Simulation Uncertainties
All of the simulations use models with inherent uncertainties that must be accounted for.
These uncertanties are described separately here for each step of the total simulation: beam
and flux, neutrino interactions, and detector.
4.4.1 Beam and Flux Uncertainties
This account of beam and flux uncertainties draws from reference [123]:
• The primary source of beam/flux related errors in the NCE analysis comes from
correlated uncertainties of the pi+ production Sanford-Wang parameters (c1, . . . , c9)
determined in the fits discussed in section 4.1.
• Uncertainties on the Sanford-Wang parameters for pi− and K0 production as well as
on the Feynman scaling parameters for K+ also contribute.
• The secondary source of beam/flux errors comes from uncertainties of the total N−N
and pi −N hadronic cross sections in beryllium as well as the kinematics of inelastic
and quasi-elastic scattering processes in these interactions.
• Uncertainties in the horn skin depth and horn current are also considered.
The error on the measurement of protons on target (∼2% from [124]) is considered separately
as a normalization error on the NCE cross section measurement (Chapter 6).
4.4.2 Neutrino Interaction Uncertainties
For the neutrino interaction model, MiniBooNE attempts to constrain the uncertainties
using external data wherever possible. In situations where little or no external data is
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available, uncertainties are constrained by comparing the output of Nuance predictions
with MiniBooNE data [125].
• Uncertainties on the free nucleon cross sections enter via the axial masses MA (in
GeV) for those cross sections. For quasi-elastic: MQEA = 1.23 ± 0.20, for resonant
single pion production: M1piA = 1.1 ± 0.3, for resonant multi pion production (not
discussed) MNpiA = 1.3 ± 0.5, and for coherent production M cohA = 1.03 ± 0.3. The
error on MQEA comes from MiniBooNE data, the rest from external data.
• Uncertainties in the relativistic fermi gas (RFG) model enter through its parameters.
The nucleon binding energy and fermi momentum errors come from external (electron
scattering) data. However, a parameter κ that modifies the lower integration limit
of the Smith-Moniz Pauli blocking model is determined from MiniBooNE data: κ =
1.019± 0.011.
• Final state interaction uncertainties are handled with the pion absorption and charge
exchange cross sections and ∆N → NN interaction probability in Nuance. These
have been determined from external data.
• Further errors determined from MiniBooNE data include the NCpi0 rate as a function
of momentum, the NCpi0 coherent to resonant ratio, and the rate and branching
fraction of radiative ∆ decay.
• One important uncertainty for the NCE analysis is the uncertainty on ∆s. Variations
in this quantity change the ratio of neutral current proton to neutral current neutron
interactions in the model. The uncertainty on ∆s comes from external data: 0.0±0.1.
4.4.3 Detector Simulation Uncertainties
Like Nuance, the detector simulation and its uncertainties are based on external data as well
as comparisons to MiniBooNE data. Most detector Monte Carlo parameters were tuned
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within their uncertainties to try to match simulated and real events in observables drawn
from non-oscillation samples of MiniBooNE data.
A few parameters were tuned individually:
• Uncertainties on the hadronic model used in MiniBooNE (GCALOR) were assessed
by comparing the results to the GFLUKA model.
• The PMT discriminator threshold is nominally 0.1 PE, and was varied by ±0.1 PE.
• Charge-time correlations were also tuned separately.
Other parameters were not tuned at all:
• The uncertainty on the PMT prompt timing response was determined from sub-
nanosecond discrepancies between the time distributions of Michel electrons and
muons that stopped in the cubes.
• Certain particle propagation uncertainties are set at fixed values: e.g. bremsstralung
and Compton scattering are each assigned a 5% uncertainty.
However the majority of parameters with tunable errors in the detector Monte Carlo
come from the photon propagation model. Many of these parameters affected several ob-
servable variables at once and were also correlated with each other. MiniBoonE developed a
system that allowed tuning the parameter space of all (35) relevant variables simultaneously
using observables from Michel electron data to constrain uncertainties. This procedure is
described in reference [121]:
• The most important sources of error in the light propagation model are the scintillation
and fluorescence yields and their time constants.
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• Other important parameters were the Cherenkov scale factor, the index of refraction,
the extinction length, and the parameters of Birk’s law.
• Rayleigh and Raman scattering, reflection probabilities, and the PMT angular effi-
ciencies were also considered.
• Also an uncertainty was determined for the efficiency of old to new PMTs.
Data from the neutral current analysis played a role in constraining some of these
variables (notably scintillation and fluorescence yields).
4.4.4 Dirt Neutrino Model Uncertainties
The model for neutrino interactions in the dirt and the propagation of final state particles
in the detector is necessarily more simple than the reality of the physics that takes place.
An example already mentioned is that the simulation treats the dirt as carbon nuclei but
with the correct density for dirt. Such approximations are practical. The volume through
which dirt events must be generated and tracked is huge, and even these simplified models
significantly increase computation time for the simulations.
Furthermore, dirt events are not a significant background for most samples because the
particles that enter the tank tend to have low visible energy. Unfortunately for that very
reason, it is the largest background for the NCE analysis. Therefore, uncertainties on the
dirt model are determined specifically for this analysis. They include an uncertainty on the
normalization and on the reconstructed energy shape of the dirt background. Both of these
will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
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4.5 Event Reconstruction: Subevents
After Monte Carlo events have passed through the simulation chain, they have the same
properties as data events (with the addition of “truth” information). Further processing is
now identical for both simulated and real events.
The first step in continued processing is the SplitEvent algorithm. This program
locates and separates interactions within a trigger window by identifying time-separated
clusters of PMT hits [126]. Each cluster is made up of a group of at least 10 PMT hits from
the main detector, veto, or both that are separated by at least 10 ns. These separated hits
clusters are called “subevents” in this analysis.
One of the main purposes of this algorithm is to tag events with particles that decay.
For example in many CCQE events (νµn → µ−p), the muon stops in the detector and
decays into a Michel electron. Such an event should have two distinct subevents: the first
from the muon and the second from the Michel. However a neutral current elastic event
(νµN → νµN) should have only a single cluster of hits from the outgoing nucleon. This
makes the subevents a powerful tool for identifying interaction types.
Subevents are processed by this and other algorithms as if they were miniature events.
For example, SplitEvent assigns each subevent the average PMT hit time (AvgTTim),
number of veto PMT hits (VHits), number of main detector PMT hits (THits)3, and other
quantities calculated specifically for that cluster of hits. Event information organized into
collections of subevents is then passed as input to the reconstruction algorithms.
3The “T” stands for “Tank” which is the common abbreviation for the main volume of the detector.
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4.6 Event Reconstruction: Fitting Events
The event reconstrution algorithms used for this analysis come from the StancuFitters
suite developed by Ion Stancu for MiniBooNE. Events are processed by three separate
algorithms: the Stancu Fast Fitter, the Stancu Full Fitter, and the Stancu Flux Fitter.
The account described here draws heavily from [127] and also from [128], however further
details may be found in reference [129]. In all of these routines, minimization/maximization
is performed by MINUIT [130].
4.6.1 Stancu Fast Fitter
The Fast Fitter is the initial stage of event reconstruction. This algorithm determines the
initial event 4-vertex T0 and ~R0 from the charge weighted position of the PMTs. It then
calculates the “corrected”4 time for each hit PMT i:
∆ti = ti − T0 − 1
c
|~ri − ~R0| (4.3)
where ti and ~ri are the time and position of PMT i. The code uses these times to construct
a corrected time distribution that is the convolution of a Gaussian plus a δ-function and an
exponentially delayed component. This time likelihood function is maximized with respect
to T0 and ~R0.
The Fast Fitter also determines an initial event direction from the charge weighted di-
rection cosines of prompt–hit PMTs with respect to the event vertex. Prompt hits typically
come from Cherenkov radiation which is directional, unlike delayed scintillation light which
is isotropic. The initial energy of the event is calculated from the total collected charge
corrected for the shortest distance of the event to the edge of the main detector volume.
4The time is corrected since it accounts for the distance from the event vertex to the phototube and the
flight time of the light.
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Finally, this algorithm determines initial scintillation and Cherenkov fluxes from the
calculated energy using proportionality constants extracted from Michel electron data.
4.6.2 Stancu Full Fitter
In the second stage of reconstruction, the Cherenkov and scintillation fluxes are fixed to
their values from the Fast Fitter. The angular distribution of Cherenkov light F (cos θ) is
determined subject to the normalization∫ 1
−1
F (cos θ)d cos θ = 1. (4.4)
Then the event 4-vertex and direction are extracted from a more sophisticated time and
charge likelihood. The charge portion of the likelihood assumes the event is an electron and
then uses the current fit position and direction to calculate the expected charge on each
tube. A new energy is calculated as in the Fast Fitter but for the new shortest distance to
the edge of the detector volume.
4.6.3 Stancu Flux Fitter
The Flux Fitter re-performs the Full Fit, however now the 4-vertex and directions are fixed
(to their Full Fit values) and the relative strengths of the scintillation and Cherenkov fluxes
are allowed to float.
Each flux is proportional to the total number of generated photons for that type of
light. Using scintillation light as an example, the number of generated scintillation photons
is given by
Nγ =
4Φ
²R2
(4.5)
where Φ is the reconstructed scintillation flux, ² is the absolute quantum efficiency, and R
is the area of the PMT normal to the light direction. For reasonable values of ² = 0.25 and
R = 0.1016, the scintillation flux is Nγ = 1550.0Φ.
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To compare the reconstructed scintillation flux with the reconstructed Cherenkov flux,
the Cherenkov flux must be scaled down by a factor of two. The normalization of F (cos θ)
from equation 4.4 (which is used for historic reasons) should really be
1
2
∫ 1
−1
F (cos θ)d cos θ = 1. (4.6)
for direct comparisons to the scintillation flux.
For example, to determine the fraction of scintillation flux in an event fs, the correct
equation is
fs =
Φ
Φ + ρ/2
(4.7)
where ρ is the Cherenkov flux.
It is important to note that the algorithms described here were designed for an electron
hypothesis. That they work reasonably well for nucleons is a testament to their overall
robustness. However a new suite of fitters called the NCFitters has been designed in
the same vein as the StancuFitters but implementing a proton hypothesis. These new
algorithms are being tested on neutral current events and will be the subject of future
analyses.
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Data Selection
Neutral current elastic events comprise ∼15% of the MiniBooNE data set. The signature
for these events is fundamentally different from other interactions because they generate
nearly pure scintillation light at low energies. However, these differences allow a simple
event selection to produce a high quality set of NCE events.
This chapter describes the selection processes that yield the event sample used to cal-
culate a neutral current elastic cross section in MiniBooNE.
5.1 Data Quality
The first stage of selection guarantees basic data quality at all for the entire chain of data
production beginning with the beamline hardware and ending with events being written to
disk. The first actual selection ensures that the event was not “latent.” It removes events
where data in the DAQ circular buffers were overwritten because the trigger failed to decide
whether to keep the event (Chapter 3). Only 0.1% of the events in the NCE data set were
latent.
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Other selections guarantee that the beam hardware was operating within normal pa-
rameter limits. These include ensuring that a minimum number of protons were in the
beam line, that the beam was on target, that the horn current was nominal, and others.
Approximately 63% of non-latent beam triggers entering the neutral current sample passed
beam data quality selections.
Data quality checks are also performed for detector hardware. Problematic PMT chan-
nels (PMTs with bad charge gain, timing slope, delay, noise spikes, or that no longer output
a signal) are removed from both data and Monte Carlo samples for all events. There are
34 of these channels. Additionally, data runs are removed if run logs indicate that the ex-
periment was not operating under optimal conditions. However, all runs in the range used
for this analysis (runs 3539–5299) were of good quality.
After data quality selections, the total number of protons on target is (6.57±0.05) × 1019
producing 17.87 × 106 beam triggers sampled in the neutral current elastic analysis. This
is ∼10% of the currently published data.
5.2 Neutral Current Pre-Selection
Assured of high quality data, further selection focuses on isolating neutral current elastic
events. At the most basic level, the signature for NCE events is small amounts of light
produced by low kinetic energy protons in time with the beam. These protons can come
both from neutrino interactions on the hydrogen, or more often from interactions on ei-
ther protons or neutrons in the carbon nuclei. Variables from the SplitEvent algorithm
(Chapter 4) can be used to pre-select NCE events at this general level:
• To help ensure that events are neutrino induced and contained within the signal region,
the number of hit PMTs in the veto region must be consistent with noise: VHits < 6.
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Figure 5.1: Monte Carlo THits distribution for NCE events. The other SplitEvent cuts
have been applied. The dashed vertical line indicates the cut at THits = 150 with ∼90%
of NCE events predicted to be in the peak below the cut.
• NCE events should occur as a single subevent. This helps eliminate charged-current
events and other events that produce more than one subevent.
• To guarantee that events are in time with the beam, the average hit time of detector
PMTs must fall between 4400 < AvgTTim < 6500 ns.
• Since these events produce only low levels of light in the detector, the number of hit
PMTs in the signal region must be low: THits < 150.
The value of 150 for the final selection was chosen to preserve blindness for the oscillation
sample. Simulations suggested that setting the THits selection higher than 150 would allow
too many oscillation events into the sample. However figure 5.1 shows that the choice of 150
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was not restrictive for this analysis, keeping ∼90% of events passing the other SplitEvent
selections.
After passing this stage of selections, Monte Carlo events generated within the detector
are already ∼80% pure neutral current elastic events. Only ∼3% of the backgrounds come
from CCQE events, and most of the rest are single pion events.
5.3 Proton PID & Beam Unrelated Backgrounds
The NCE sample after pre-selection is ideal for developing particle identification (PID) for
protons. This stage of selection exploits the timing differences between light emitted by
protons and other particles. Interpreting the nature of these other particles requires the
use of beam-unrelated data from the random (strobe) trigger (Chapter 3) as well as a low
energy sample of CCQE events.
5.3.1 Proton Particle Identification
Particle Mass [MeV] Threshold [MeV]
electron 0.511 0.2
muon 106.0 39
pion 140.0 51
proton 938.0 343
Table 5.1: Cherenkov threshold for representative particles in MiniBooNE oil.
Protons have a high Cherenkov threshold compared to other particles commonly pro-
duced in MiniBooNE due to their large mass (table 5.1). Therefore visible protons with
only a few hundred MeV kinetic energy emit larger fractions of scintillation light than other
particles. Since emission of scintillation light is delayed with respect to particle interaction
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whereas Cherenkov light is prompt, the fraction of prompt light in an event can be used to
identify protons. For this analysis, a photon is prompt if its reconstructed PMT hit time is
between −3 < thit < 7 ns (reconstruction effects allow hit times to be negative).
Testing the effectiveness of this PID is trivial for the NCE data sample at this stage
because it still contains beam unrelated background at the ∼30% level. The majority of
this background occurs when cosmic ray muons enter the detector before the beam trigger
window starts but then decay into a Michel electron during the nominal beam window.
Since these electrons have not produced light in the veto, do not decay, and generally
produce no more than ∼160 hit PMTs in the signal region, they easily survive the pre-
selection. However, light from Michel electrons is produced with a ratio of 7:3 Cherenkov
to scintillation making them good candidates against which to compare protons using the
PID.
Figure 5.2 shows the prompt hits fraction distributions for NCE data, Monte Carlo
simulated events (absolutely normalized to data POT), and a pure sample of beam unrelated
background (from the strobe trigger). The dashed vertical line indicates the separation
between proton-like events at low prompt hits fraction on the left and electron-like events
at high prompt fraction on the right. The value of the vertical line is 0.55.
The NCE data splits into both proton-like and electron-like peaks. On the proton side,
the Monte Carlo matches the data within systematic errors. To the right, the strobe trigger
data peaks at the same location as the data confirming that this portion of data is indeed
Michel electrons. The bump of Monte Carlo events in that same location comes from strobe
trigger data merged with the Monte Carlo sample (Chapter 4).
Applying a cut to keep events below a prompt hits fraction of 0.55 ensures proton-like
events and also reduces the amount of beam unrelated background in the data from 31%
to 2%.
The power of this PID can also be verified with beam neutrino data. A sample of low
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Figure 5.2: Prompt hits fraction as proton particle ID. The dashed line separates proton-
like events (left) from electron-like events (right). Monte Carlo is absolutely normalized to
the number of protons on target in the data sample.
energy CCQE events (νµ n → µ p) corresponding to the NCE sample is also open for
analysis. These events have the same data quality and pre-cuts as the NCE sample, with
the exception that they require exactly 2 subevents (versus 1 for NCE events). The first
subevent is the muon, the second is the decay electron.
Figure 5.3 shows the PID variable with the CCQE data overlayed on the NCE and
unrelated background data. That the three electron samples all peak in the same place
re-confirms the hypothesis that they are in fact electrons. The muon distribution is wide
and peaks between the protons and electrons. This is due to how the interaction energy is
shared between the final state muon and proton.
When the muon receives the majority of the neutrino energy, it produces mainly prompt
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Figure 5.3: Prompt hits fraction with low energy CCQE muon and electron data overlaid
on the NCE proton and strobe data.
Cherenkov light and will be reconstructed in the electron peak. As energy is shared with
the proton, the fraction of Cherenkov light the muon produces decreases and the fraction of
scintillation increases making it reconstruct more like a proton. Regardless, it is clear that
protons and muons exhibit different behavior on the whole and therefore provides further
evidence that the “proton” peak is indeed hadronic.
5.3.2 Normalizing The Unrelated Background
The beam-unrelated activity must be normalized appropriately to be compared to the data,
and then subtracted as a background. This activity occurs with equal probability at all
times and therefore is equally likely to be sampled by both beam and strobe triggers. Since
neutrino interactions are rare and these triggers are of equal length (19.2 µs), then the
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Figure 5.4: Left panel: beam-unrelated and neutrino data samples with pre-selection cuts.
There are more strobe than beam triggers that pass cuts. Right panel: ratio of neutrino to
beam-unrelated events. Outside the beam window this is fit to ∼0.7 (the line at 0.7 guides
the eye).
amount of unrelated activity in N beam triggers is the same as in N strobe triggers. This
implies that the unrelated backgounds should be scaled by the ratio of strobe to beam
triggers. Before applying pre-selection cuts, there are 17.9 million beam and 25.6 million
strobe triggers resulting in a scale factor of 0.7.
To ensure that this scale factor is valid, the two data samples are compared in time.
The left panel of figure 5.4 shows neutrino data along with unrelated activity for the full
length of the trigger window. The tower in the NCE data indicates the presense of neutrino
data. The ratio of beam to strobe data is shown in the right panel of the figure. Fits to
this distribution on either side of the beam window indicate the ratio is flat at a value of
0.7. This agrees with the naive trigger normalization and is applied to the beam unrelated
backgrounds in figures 5.2 and 5.3.
Figure 5.5 shows this same information after the PID selection has been made. Now
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Figure 5.5: Left panel: beam-unrelated and neutrino data samples with all selections (in-
cluding radius selection defined in cut 5.4. Right panel: the ratio is fit to ∼0.35 outside the
beam window (the line at 0.35 is to guide the eye).
fits to the ratio indicate a lower value of 0.35. This discrepancy has been investigated but
is not fully understood. A 100% error is applied to this scale factor to cover the difference
between it and the naive expectation. However, the background is small (a few percent), and
so this is not a dominant error. This normalization will be applied to the beam-unrelated
background subtraction presented in Chapter 6.
5.4 “Dirt” Backgrounds
Despite pre-selection and particle ID, there is an insidious background that penetrates the
entire NCE sample. As mentioned in Chapter 4, it is possible for neutrinos from the beam
to interact in the dirt surrounding the detector and eject particles (mainly neutrons in this
analysis) that travel into the signal region to produce light. Because this background mimics
the signal, it is necessary to rely on the Monte Carlo simulations to predict them.
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Figure 5.6: Reconstructed R3 normalized to 550 cm3 for simulated events generated both
within the detector and outside the detector (in the dirt). The proportion of dirt events
decreases closer to the center of the tank.
Monte Carlo template fits to the data were performed to determine the relative amount
of dirt events in the NCE sample. The fits vary only the overall fraction of of dirt events in
the simulation to best match the data in distributions of reconstructed radius (R), volume
(R3), and beam direction (Z).
The original, pre-fit Monte Carlo predicts a 24% dirt background. After the fits, the
distributions of R and R3 indicate that the predicted fraction of dirt events should be
increased to 30% to better match the data. The spatial distribution of simulated events
in Z also does not agree with the data distribution, but in such a way that the fit to this
variable suggested decreasing the background to 17%.
The simplest resolution of these conflicting results is to continue to use the original
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Monte Carlo model to predict dirt events but apply a systematic error large enough to span
the difference between the results of the R and Z fits (an error of 25%). This results in
a dirt background of 24 ± 6% in the NCE sample. It is likely that future analyses will
employ a more sophisticated method of dealing with this issue or perhaps modify the dirt
simulations to better match the data.
However even with the current model, the dirt background can be reduced with cuts
on the fiducial volume. Figure 5.6 shows the reconstructed R3 distribution for events gen-
erated both within and outside the detector volume. As reconstructed radius decreases,
the proportion of dirt events also decreases. Keeping only those events with reconstructed
radius less than 400 cm reduces the overall dirt background to 16± 4%.
5.5 Cuts Summary
The selections outlined so far are the only ones applied to the data and Monte Carlo event
samples for this analysis. They are summarized here for ease of reference. Table 5.2 lists
the cuts, their purpose, and what they do to improve the neutral current elastic sample.
Table 5.3 shows how the selections affect the neutral current elastic signal, and the neutrino
backgrounds generated within the detector. Figure 5.7 illustrates the compositon of the
NCE sample after all of the selections have been applied. There are 5562 total events in
the sample of which 3680 are predicted to be signal.
5.6 Neutrino Backgrounds
After choosing these selections, the simulated sample is 84% pure neutral current elastic
events. Of the remainder, roughly 1% is CCQE, 1% is a combination of CC resonant 1pi,
coherent pi, and multi-pi production, and the remaining 14% is neutral current resonant
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Selection Purpose Effectiveness
Veto PMT Hits < 6 Remove cosmic rays Of Monte Carlo νµ events
simulated within the detector,
these four cuts isolate an 80%
pure NCE sample.
1 Subevent No decaying particles
4400 < Time (ns) < 6500 Events in beam time
Tank PMT Hits < 150 Ensures low energies
Prompt Hits Fraction < 0.55 assures protons beam unrelated backgrounds
from 31% → 2%.
Reconstructed R < 400 cm reduces dirt bkgds dirt backgrounds from 24% →
(16± 4)% of data.
Table 5.2: Neutral current elastic sample selection.
Selection NCE evts purity NCE eff CCQE eff NC1pi eff Other eff
No cuts 27,400 0.18 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Veto PMTs< 6 16,900 0.21 0.62 0.50 0.68 0.50
1 Subevent 14,200 0.50 0.52 0.08 0.49 0.07
4400 < Time < 6500 14,100 0.50 0.51 0.08 0.49 0.06
Tank PMTs< 150 12,800 0.82 0.47 0.01 0.17 0.01
Prompt Frac< 0.55 10,804 0.81 0.39 < 0.01 0.16 < 0.01
Recon R< 400 cm 4,229 0.84 0.15 < 0.01 0.05 < 0.01
Table 5.3: Effect of data selections on NCE purity as well as signal and background effi-
ciencies all determined from simulation. Column 1 indicates the predicted number of NCE
events passing the cuts in a 6.57 × 1019 POT sample.
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Figure 5.7: Composition of the full NCE data sample after all selections.
single pion production. Of the resonant 1pi background, Nuance predicts that the pion from
the original neutrino interaction is absorbed in the nucleus ∼80% of the time (Chapter 4).
Such events exactly resemble neutral current elastic events in the final state: one or more
nucleons, and some soft photons.
The resonant single pion events that produce no pion in the final state are an irreducible
background. There is no possible way to distinguish these from NCE events within the
detector. It is therefore a philosophical decision whether to include such events as part of
the signal or part of the background for further analysis. The approach taken here was to
include these pion events as part of the background for the calculation of the neutral current
differential cross section. Figure 5.8 shows the predicted contribution of this background
relative the predicted NCE signal. This will be compared to the differential cross section
determined for the data in the next Chapter.
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Figure 5.8: Monte Carlo predicted differential cross section for the irreducible backgrounds
(dashed histo) and the neutral current elastic signal (solid histo).
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Chapter 6
MiniBooNE NCE Results
The goal of this analysis is to measure the neutral current elastic cross section as a function
of Q2 and to extract the quasi-elastic axial mass MQEA . This chapter describes the methods
used and presents the results.
6.1 Energy calibration
In order to produce a neutral current elastic (NCE) differential cross section as a function
of Q2, Q2 must be calibrated for NCE events from an observable quantity. Choosing this
observable becomes straightforward using the result from Chapter 2 that Q2 is proportional
to the outgoing nucleon kinetic energy (Q2 = 2mNTN ): kinetic energy is in general directly
related to the total visible energy in an event. The total light, the total number of pho-
tons emitted in an event, is reconstructed by the Stancu Flux Fitter (Chapter 4) for both
scintillation and Cherenkov photons. This analysis uses the sum of the scintillation and
Cherenkov light fluxes to calibrate the kinetic energy and thus determine Q2.
The calibration procedure is simple: the profile distribution of the total light flux vs
true Nuance nucleon kinetic energy (figure 6.1) is fit to a second order polynomial. The fit
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Figure 6.1: Nucleon kinetic energy calibration for Monte Carlo events. Left panel: profile
histogram used to fit the light flux to the true nucleon kinetic energy. Right panel: the
amount that the flux is smeared as a function of true energy. The dashed lines indicate
Cherenkov threshold.
is performed in a low flux region (flux: 1→5) and a high flux region (flux: 5→6.5) with the
results constrained to match at the interface. The results of the calibration are shown in
figure 6.2.
Comparing the Monte Carlo fit results to the data can be performed using proton Cher-
enkov threshold as a point of reference. Until threshold, light emmitted in neutral current
interactions should be composed almost entirely of scintillation photons. After Cheren-
kov threshold, the proportion of scintillation light should decrease as these interactions
also begin to produce Cherenkov radiation. Figure 6.3 shows how this transition looks in
MiniBooNE.
The figure shows the fraction of scintillation light as a function of energy. At low kinetic
energy, protons do not emit as strongly, and a fraction of radiation comes from sources of
prompt light such as nuclear de-excitation photons (Chapter 4). As protons increase in
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Figure 6.2: Calibrated kinetic energy versus true kinetic energy (Monte Carlo).
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Figure 6.3: Cherenkov threshold transition for NCE events. Left panel: NCE data in good
agreement with Monte Carlo in the energy range of interest. Right panel: a 7% positive
excursion in the calibration. The agreement is now visibly worse in the ∼100-300 MeV
energy range.
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Figure 6.4: Calibrated kinetic energy for beam events passing NCE cuts shown with the
beam unrelated background.
energy, they emit more photons and raise the fraction of scintillation light. However once
protons reach Cherenkov threshold (indicated by the dashed line), the distribution turns
over again. Since the shape and energy at which the scintillation fraction turns over are the
same for data and Monte Carlo, the same calibration can be used to generate calibrated
kinetic energy distributions for both. A systematic error is applied to the calibrated energy
by varying the calibration function until the resultant kinetic energy shifts by a noticeable
amount.
Figure 6.4 shows neutrino events passing NCE cuts along with the beam unrelated
activity. The unrelated background distribution has been normalized to 0.35±0.35 according
to the methods outlined in Chapter 5. This small background is subtracted from the data
in all further distributions because it is not included in the simulations.
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Figure 6.5: Calibrated kinetic energy for strobe subtracted NCE data shown with simulated
backgrounds. Left panel: dirt background with dirt systematic errors. Right panel: neutrino
backgrounds with relevant errors. The dashed line indicates the size of the irreducible
component of those backgrounds.
Figure 6.5 shows the size and energy distribution of predicted backgrounds with sys-
tematic errors. These backgrounds are normalized to have the same protons on target
(POT) as the data. The dirt background, like the data, peaks at low energies, whereas the
neutrino (NC pion mis-ID) backgrounds increase at higher energies until they are removed
by the THits cut. The irreducible contribution to the neutrino background (Chapter 5) is
indicated by the dashed histogram.
Figure 6.6 compares data and Monte Carlo events passing the NCE selections. That
the data is consistently lower than the Monte Carlo may indicate a different MQEA than
predicted (section 6.3) or some other physics. The total ratio of data to Monte Carlo in
this energy range is
R(TN = 0.0 → 0.7 GeV) = 0.92± 0.04(stat)± 0.20(syst) (6.1)
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Figure 6.6: Calibrated kinetic energy for strobe subtracted NCE data together with predic-
tion. The data and simulations agree within the systematic error bands shown.
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6.2 Error Propagation
The error bands in figure 6.6 represent the uncertainties on the simulation models. The
particular sources of error were discussed in Chapter 4. This section explains the methods
that determine the size of these errors.
6.2.1 Multisims
In general, MiniBooNE measures its model uncertainties by varying parameters within their
errors to see how those changes affect the final simulated results. When parameters in a
model are correlated, all of them must be modified simultaneously to determine both the
effects of each parameter alone and also of the correlations between parameters. Error
simulations where multiple parameters are tuned simultaneously are called “multisims” in
MiniBooNE.
In some situations, the result of the model is defined by a function of the parameters.
For example, the pi+ production cross section is a Sanford-Wang parameterization of nine
parameters c1, . . . , c9 (Chapter 4). In these cases, changing one or more parameters is
equivalent to multiplying the function with the original “central value” parameters by a
weight. Thus to understand how uncertainties in the parameters affect the results, weights
can be generated for an event from each model and then applied to that event in any
distribution. Uncertainties in the beam, flux (K0, K+, pi−, and pi+ production), and cross
section models can all be treated with this scheme of weighted multisims. The results for
these models are displayed in figure 6.7.
The detector light propagation model cannot be treated with the method of weighted
multisims. Though it has many correlated parameters, the effects of those parameters on
event topology are not always understood in terms of a function (i.e. it cannot be written
in a functional form with variations parameterized with weights). In that case, the most
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Figure 6.7: Beam/Flux and cross section systematic errors (Monte Carlo).
effective way to determine errors on observed quantities is to modify all the input parameters
simultaneously and re-simulate events. To sample as much of parameter space as possible,
∼50 different re-simulations were generated. The left panel of figure 6.8 shows the results
of the light propagation model multisims.
6.2.2 Unisims
In some cases, when a parameter is not correlated to anything else, a single 1σ variation (a
“unisim”) can be generated to determine the error on the final result. Uncertainties from
the choice of hadronic model (GCALOR vs GFLUKA), phototube discriminator threshold,
and charge–time correlations were treated with unisims. These are shown in the right panel
of figure 6.8. In addition, uncertainties specific to the neutral current elastic analysis were
assessed this way: the kinetic energy calibration, normalization of the dirt background, and
prediction of the dirt background energy shape. The results of these are shown in figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.8: The systematic error contributions from the light propagation multisims and
the detector model unisims (Monte Carlo).
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Figure 6.9: Dirt model and kinetic energy calibration errors (Monte Carlo).
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6.2.3 Error Matrices
Each set of multisims and each unisim is used to produce an error matrix. If η simulations
were generated for a particular set of variations α (one of the multisims or unisims discussed
in the previous subsection), the elements of the error matrix are
m(α)ij =
1
η − 1
η∑
k=1
(Nki (α)−N0i )(Nkj (α)−N0j )
(N0i N
0
j )
(6.2)
where Nki (α) is the number of events in the ith bin of the kth simulation of the α multi/unisim,
and N0i is the number of events in the ith bin of the un-varied “central value” Monte Carlo
[131, 132]. In the case of unisims where η = 1, the normalization outside the sum is set to
1. This formula generates relative error matrices that can be normalized to a distribution
with any number of events.
Error matrices from different multi or unisims are assumed to have no correlations.
Therefore the separate relative error matrices are added together to determine the complete
uncertainty on kinetic energy. This full error matrix mij shown in figure 6.10 is also used
in χ2 calculations to determine parameters such as MQEA .
6.3 Determining MA from Nucleon Kinetic Energy
Although further processing of the calibrated kinetic energy distributions is necessary to
determine the NCE cross section, they can be used at this stage to extract MQEA . The
shape of the data kinetic energy distribution is compared to simulated distributions in
which MQEA and ∆s have been varied. A χ
2 is calculated for each simulation, and the
lowest χ2 determines the best MQEA value.
For this analysis, MQEA and ∆s were varied in a 50× 50 grid for 1.02 ≤MA ≤ 2.00 GeV
and −0.48 ≤ ∆s ≤ 0.50. The method of weighted multisims (section 6.2) was used to make
the 2500 kinetic energy distributions for this analysis.
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Figure 6.10: The complete error matrix. This is the sum of all the multi/unsim error
matrices described here and used in this analysis (Monte Carlo).
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Figure 6.11: ∆s MA χ2 parameter space and χ2 parabola for MA (Monte Carlo).
The χ2 for each grid point κ is calculated in the standard way for the full error matrix:
χ2(κ) =
b∑
i
b∑
j
(N0i −Nκi )(N0i mijN0j )−1(N0j −Nκj ) (6.3)
where b is the number of calibrated kinetic energy bins, N0i is the number of events in the
ith data bin, Nκi is the number of events in the ith bin of the simulation for grid point κ,
(N0i m
−1
ij N
0
j )
−1 is the inverse of the data-normalized error matrix, and the simulated kinetic
energy distributions are normalized to have the same integral as the data distribution (i.e.
the normalization is fixed). Although seven bins are shown in plots of kinetic energy, only
the central five (TN = 0.1 → 0.6 GeV) are used to construct the χ2. The outlying bins
have low efficiency, which can cause undesirable effects in a matrix inversion. This will be
discussed further in section 6.4.
Figure 6.11 displays the resultant χ2 distribution. The range of χ2 values is reasonable
considering that there are 3 degrees of freedom (5 bins - 2 parameters). This suggests
that the size of the errors in the matrix are also reasonable (not over or under estimated).
Moreover, these errors are large enough that they do not provide a tight constraint of MQEA .
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The best fit value of MQEA for ∆s = 0.0 is 1.34
+0.38
−0.24 GeV as determined from the plot on
the right panel of figure 6.11. This result agrees within errors with the predicted result
from the MiniBooNE CCQE analysis: MQEA = 1.23 ± 0.20 GeV. It is also in reasonable
agreement with the results from BNL 734: MQEA = 1.06 ± 0.05 GeV [40]. The MQEA χ2
values for ∆s = −0.1 (the value predicted by DIS experiments) is also displayed and found
to be nearly identical: MQEA = 1.36
+0.40
−0.24.
In the χ2 map of figure 6.11, it naively appears that extremely high or extremely low
values of ∆s are prefered by the fit. However as described in Chapter 2, current experimental
evidence puts ∆s at approximately −0.1 or 0.0 with small errors. Values of +0.4 or −0.4
are not physically meaningful and have been included here only to provide context for the
regions that are of interest. The large excursions in ∆s affect the shape of the distribution
in a way that is preferred by the minimization. But if that shape is indeed better, it must
be explained by modification of other physical parameters in the simulations.
In reality, this χ2 map (left panel of figure 6.11) explicitly illustrates the expectation that
there is no sensitivity to ∆s with this analysis of NCE events. The mechanisms by which
neutrons interact mimic proton events to such a degree that they cannot be distinguished.
And although there are 33% more proton than neutron targets in the mineral oil, the cross
section for neutrons is about 40% higher. Since the sign of the axial form factor in the NCE
cross section is opposite for proton and neutron scattering, this averages–out the measured
value of ∆s.
Figure 6.12 shows the data with two different values of MQEA for ∆s = 0. The left panel
is with the best fit MQEA from this analysis. The right panel is with the best fit M
QE
A from
the BNL 734 analysis. Although the Monte Carlo distribution in the right panel naively
seems like the better fit to the data, correlations in the error matrix pull MQEA to the higher
best fit value for this study.
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Figure 6.12: Left panel: MiniBooNE data with MQEA = 1.34 GeV. Right panel: MiniBooNE
data with the BNL 734 best value of MQEA = 1.06 GeV. In both, ∆s = 0.
6.4 Unfolding The Differential Cross Section
To calculate a differential cross section that can be compared to other experiments and to
theory, the calibrated kinetic energy must be made detector and model independent through
a process called unfolding.
The measured data events contain detector effects (resolution, etc.) that distort the
true physics. Although these are also modeled by the detector Monte Carlo, that part of
the simulation can also be turned off in order to study events with only the Nuance nuclear
model predictions.
The simulated pre- and post- detector Monte Carlo events can be used to form an
efficiency matrix: the probability of measuring y for the kinetic energy of an event when it
truly occurred with kinetic energy x (figure 6.13). The efficiency matrix describes how to
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0.0085 0.0046 0.00065 0.00023 0.00051 0.00027
0.23 0.6 0.18 0.05 0.029 0.015 0.0092
0.0027 0.15 0.54 0.21 0.06 0.018 0.012
5e-05 0.0024 0.15 0.45 0.2 0.083 0.038
7.2e-05 0.0036 0.17 0.27 0.19 0.096
6.8e-05 0.0032 0.031 0.02 0.017
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Figure 6.13: Efficiency matrix from the Monte Carlo for the NCE analysis.
turn the original physics into what the detector observes:
Ti,calibrated =
∑
j
²ijTi,physics (6.4)
where
−→
T calibrated is the observed (calibrated) kinetic energy distribution,
−→
T physics is the
real physics kinetic energy distribution, and ² is the efficiency matrix.
The standard method for unfolding is to multiply the calibrated kinetic energy by the
inverse of the efficiency matrix
Ti,physics =
∑
j
²−1ij Ti,calibrated . (6.5)
Unfortunately, the considerable smearing in the NCE efficiency matrix corrupts this proce-
dure. Instead of recovering the original structure that was present in the true distribution,
a highly smeared matrix “recovers” statistical fluctuations in the data distribution [133].
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Many techniques exist to unfold data despite unstable efficiency matrices. The technique
used in this analysis is to unfold the data with a correction factor
−→
C
T datai,physics = Ci T
data
i,calibrated . (6.6)
where
−→
C is calculated from the Monte Carlo
Ci = TMCi,predicted/T
MC
i,calibrated . (6.7)
and the elements of the denominator can be rewritten in terms of the numerator and the
efficiency matrix ²
TMCi calibrated =
∑
j
²ijT
MC
j predicted . (6.8)
The inverse of the correction factor describes the efficiency for detecting events as a
function of calibrated energy. Defining ~² ′ ≡ 1/~C allows the unfolded kinetic energy distri-
bution to be written in terms of the calibrated distribution in the standard form of equation
6.5
T datai,physics =
1
²′i
T datai,acalibrated. (6.9)
If the efficiency matrix had only diagonal terms, this procedure would be equivalent to
inverting the matrix. However, the off-diagonal elements present correct for the detector
smearing.
The left panel of figure 6.14 shows the efficiency ~² ′ for all neutral current elastic events.
The right panel of that figure separates the efficiency into neutral current proton and neutron
scattering events. The efficiencies for protons and neutrons are similar confirming that
analyzing the combined neutral current cross section is reasonable.
Unfolding with a correction factor in this way incurs a bias if the energy shapes of the
Monte Carlo and data differ
biasi =
(
TMCi pred
TMCi recon
− T
data
i physics
T datai recon
)
T datai recon . (6.10)
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Figure 6.14: The efficiency for detecting all NCE events and the efficiency separated into
proton and neutron scattering events (Monte Carlo).
However, this bias can be reduced by correcting the shape of the Monte Carlo to be more
like the data. In practice, this is performed by iterating the unfolding procedure a single
time. Tests using fake data samples indicate that the bias is both small and within errors,
and therefore such a correction is reasonable.
This unfolding procedure is executed with all 7 kinetic energy bins (from 0.0 to 0.7 GeV).
However, only the central 5 bins (from 0.1 to 0.6 GeV) are used for post-unfolding analysis.
The low efficiencies in the outside bins (figure 6.14) means that very little can be determined
about the cross section in those regions. However, keeping them through this stage of
analysis allows events to feed into and out from them during unfolding in a natural way
that makes the results of the retained bins more stable and accurate.
It is important to note that all of the kinetic energy distributions are unfolded: the data,
the Monte Carlo prediction, and all of the simulated variations. Unfolding the variations
is the most straightforward way of propagating uncertainties to the cross section. Doing
so allows cross section errors to then be calculated using the method same described in
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section 6.2.
6.5 The Neutral Current Elastic Cross Section
After it has been unfolded, the resultant kinetic energy distribution must be transformed
into a cross section:
dσNCEi
dQ2
=
NNCEi /(dQ
2/dTN ∆TN )
NPOT
∫
ΦνdEν NN
. (6.11)
where dσ
NCE
i
dQ2
is the cross section in the ith unfolded kinetic energy bin. In the numerator
NNCEi is the number of NCE signal events in the ith bin (the result of unfolding), the factor
dQ2/dTN ∆TN = 2mN ∗ 0.1) accounts for the bin width of the unfolded TN distribution
and the transformation of TN to Q2, mN = 0.939 GeV (the average of the proton and
neutron mass). The denominator contains the physics factors that scale the number of
events into a cross section: the number of protons on target that generated the sample
NPOT , the integrated flux
∫
ΦνdEν , and the number of nucleons NN . NPOT is measured
experimentally [124] to be (6.57 ± 0.05) × 1019. The integrated flux is determined by
Nuance to be 5.167 × 10−10 with errors determined from the multisims. The number of
nucleons is calculated using NN = NAρoil(43piR
3) where NA is Avagadro’s number, ρoil =
0.86 ± 0.01 g/cm3 is the density of MiniBooNE oil, and R = 400 cm is the radius of
the fiducial volume used for this analysis with errors determined by the multisims. The
uncertainties in NPOT and ρoil are each ∼1%, much smaller than the uncertainties already
applied to the unfolded kinetic energy distribution from multi and unisims. Including such
small errors would not change the results, and therefore they are not included in the reported
differential and inclusive cross sections.
The resulting unfolded differential cross section for the data with errors is shown in
figure 6.15. The integrated cross section for Q2 from 0.189 to 1.13 GeV is
σ(Q2 = .189 → 1.13 GeV2) = (8.8± 0.6(stat)± 2.0(syst)) × 10−40 cm2. (6.12)
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Figure 6.15: NCE data unfolded cross section with errors.
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Figure 6.16 compares the data result to the raw neutral current cross section predicted
by the simulation as well as the cross section for the irreducible background (Chapter 5)
subtracted from the data before unfolding.
Figure 6.17 compares the MiniBooNE neutrino neutral current elastic cross section to
the BNL 734 neutrino proton elastic cross section (discussed in Chapter 2). It is interesting
to observe that they seem to be in reasonable agreement, however it is important to note
that the average MiniBooNE neutrino energy is 〈Eν〉 = 0.8 GeV, and for BNL the average
energy was 〈Eν〉 = 1.2 GeV with a long high energy tail. Although the ratio of the NCE
cross section at these energies is nearly 1.0 (∼0.96), still the most correct way to compare the
two experiments would be to simulate the BNL neutrino flux in the MiniBooNE detector
and to reconstruct and unfold the resulting events. Such a comparison is left for future
work.
6.6 Summary and Conclusions
The current work on neutral current elastic scattering in MiniBooNE, an analysis of 6.6× 1019
POT (∼10% of the MiniBooNE neutrino data), has yielded a pure sample of neutral current
elastic events. Of these, 5513 neutral current elastic events passed the selection criteria,
were calibrated in kinetic energy, and analyzed to determine a value of the axial mass MA
for NCE events in MiniBooNE. The value of MA = 1.34+0.38−0.24 GeV for ∆s = 0.0 is in agree-
ment with the result of the MiniBooNE CCQE analysis, as well as the BNL E734 result.
As further analysis reduces errors, it will be interesting to observe whether the NCE result
maintains agreement with the MiniBooNE CCQE result or the BNL E734 value. The CCQE
MA is determined from the lepton vertex of the interaction, where this NCE result comes
from the nucleon vertex. Similar results might indicate consistency of the nulcear model.
Differences might indicate a non-zero value of ∆s, final state interactions, or subtleties of
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Figure 6.16: NCE data unfolded cross section with the NCE prediction from the Monte
Carlo (solid histogram). The dotted histogram is the irreducible background prediction
that was subtracted from the data before unfolding.
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Figure 6.17: NCE data unfolded cross section with errors compared to the measurments
from BNL 734 for νp scattering.
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the neutral current interaction.
After subtracting backgrounds, 4137 NCE events were used to produce a differential
cross section: the first such cross section with MiniBooNE data. It is important to reiterate
that the irreducible backgrounds (events with the same final state as neutral current elastic
events) were considered to be part of the background. The resultant differential cross
section is reasonable and yields an integrated value of σ(Q2 = .189 → 1.13 GeV2) =
(8.8± 0.6(stat)± 2.0(syst)) × 10−40 cm2.
These results were produced from data with 4-5 times more events than any other
neutrino-nucleon elastic scattering experiment, and they are only a subset of the total
MiniBooNE data. Further analysis will include the full set of neutrino as well as antineutrino
data, greatly increasing the statistical power of this result. Because blindness for oscillation
results is not longer an issue, the range of reconstructed Q2 is expected to increase as well.
Improvements in the performance of reconstruction algorithms, background characterization
and reduction, energy calibration, and unfolding procedures are expected to increase the
quality of the NCE signal in these analyses.
The ability to measure these low energy protons well in a detector that was not designed
for the task is encouraging in light of detectors that are better suited to it such as SciBooNE,
Minerva, and FINeSSE. These neutrino experiments are well suited to the task of measuring
the s quark contribution to the nucleon in a complimentary way to electron scattering
experiments. The comparison of the results from these very different types of experiments
can only lead to better understanding of this physics. The MiniBooNE measurement of the
neutral current elastic cross section and extraction of the nucleon axial mass is an important
step in that direction.
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Appendix A
Slow Monitoring
The Slow Monitoring System (SMS) provides environmental monitoring of the detector,
vault, and support area, and warns the experiment in case of problems. This information
is slow because it is recorded in seconds and minutes and averaged over minutes, days, and
weeks. This appendix outlines MiniBooNE slow monitoring, though a complete treatment
can be found in reference [134].
A.1 Measured Quantities
The Slow Monitoring System (SMS) was installed prior to MiniBooNE oil fill, and was
operational before first beam to the detector. To ensure the quality and stability of measured
data, critical quantities are monitored to ensure they remain within operational bounds.
This information is displayed locally and in real time at the detector A.1 and is sampled
for remote monitoring online A.3. This section describes the quantities measured.
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Figure A.1: Locations of slow monitoring probes in the detector and support building and
the local display unit. Abbreviations are defined in table A.2.
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A.1.1 Temperatures
The SMS measures the temperatures of the oil, front-end electronics, and enclosure. Oil
temperature is monitored at the bottom, equator, and access portal of the detector tank, as
well as near the bottom of the buffer tank to within ±1.1◦F. The temperature of the front-
end electronics are measured in ◦C to the same accuracy ±0.6◦C and displayed above each
rack. They are cooled directly by the MiniBooNE HVAC, and are monitored by a dedicated
system that contacts the MiniBooNE control room and can shutdown the electronics in
case of a problem. The HVAC provides secondary cooling for the enclosure (as well as the
detector oil). Air temperatures in the vault and support area are monitored to ±2.2◦F.
A.1.2 Levels
Oil level is also measured in each tank directly with capacitative level probes. Neither probe
reads oil level in standard units, however the following conversions apply:
• a change of 1 unit by either probe corresponds to a change of 1.5± 0.1 ∈ in level.
• The detector probe reads 15.6 when the oil is at the level of the overflow pipe in the
access portal, and would read 4.5 when the oil level is at the very top of the detector
sphere.
• Based on the geometry of the buffer tank, the level probe there is expected to read
∼45 when full and ∼9 when empty.
As the oil temperatures change so do volumes. The detector tank amplifies volume changes
into height changes since it is shaped like an Erlenmeyer flask. Given ∆V/∆T = 0.1%/◦C,
a change of 1 ◦F ' 4.5 ∈ in the main tank.
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A.1.3 Pressures
Bubbling nitrogen gass through the oil was used to purge oxygen and other impurities.
Currently it also provides a secondary measurement of oil level and an overpressure of
nitrogen in the access portal. The pressures of the system supply and exhaust as well as
the bubblers (when in use) are all monitored.
To provide a measurement of oil in the detector and buffer tank, nitrogen is bubbled
through lines in each tank at slow rates such that the pressure of nitrogen in the line is
equal to the gravitational pressure of the oil where the line terminates: PN2 = ρoil g hoil
where PN2 is the measured pressure, ρoil is the oil density, and hoil is the oil height above
the line. This means, a change in pressure is equivalent to a change in height. In fact,
given ρ = 0.855 g/cm3 at 60 ◦F the conversion is 0.03PSI = 1in or 0.4PSI = 1ft. The
SMS measures ‘tank pressures’ at the top, middle, and bottom of the detector tank and at
the bottom of the buffer tank. Oil levels calculated from the tank pressures are accurate to
±2%.
A.1.4 Oil Flow Rate
There are two flowmeters in the oil plumbing system. The first monitors the initial fill of
oil to the buffer tank. The second tracks flow from the buffer to the detector tank. The oil
flow readouts are in gallons per minute (GPM). However, the calibrations for the meters
depend on the fluid viscosity, and therefore may not be exact. Even so, the flowmeters are
accurate to an order of magnitude.
A.1.5 Relative Humidities
As well as measuring the air temperatures in the electronics room and vault, the SMS also
measures relative humidity (RH) in these enclosures. The humidity probes mount next to
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the temperature probes on the east wall of each room. Values are recorded in % relative
humidity.
A.1.6 Oxygen Levels
Because nitrogen is constantly flowed into the detector, an oxygen monitor records the %
oxygen in the support building as a safety measure. If the oxygen level drops below 19%,
the system shuts off nitrogen flow at the source.
A.2 Nitrogen System
MiniBooNE flows gaseous nitrogen into the detector oil system from an LN2 dewar outside
the enclosure. Nitrogen is inert and so does not interact with the oil or the detector. Also
it is both cheaper and safer than other inert gases because it composes roughly 80% of air.
There are several purposes for nitrogen in MiniBooNE:
• Bubbled through the tanks, it purges moisture and more reactant gases like oxygen
from the oil.
• It maintains a blanket of pure N2 over the oil in both tanks, displacing oxygen and
other gases.
• It provides an indication of oil level in the tank
• It maintained a dry environment in the tanks until the oil fill was complete.
The system (shown in figure A.2) is based on a similar one used for LSND and reuses
some of the components. It provides both monitoring and control of nitrogen flow to the
detector and buffer tanks. The tanks are not allowed to vent individually. Instead, the
exhaust lines from the main and buffer tanks are combined to a single line which has
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Symbol Quantity Probe Location Units and Error
TMTt oil temp. top portal MT ± 1.1 ◦F
TMTm oil temp. equator MT ± 1.1 ◦F
TMTb oil temp. bottom MT ± 1.1 ◦F
TOF oil temp. bottom OF ± 1.1 ◦F
TER room temp. ER, E wall ± 2.2 ◦F
TV room temp. Vault, E wall ± 2.2 ◦F
RHER room RH ER, E wall ± 2.5 % RH
RHV room RH Vault, E wall ± 2.5 % RH
PMTb N2 press. bottom MT, 1275± 2cm BWL PSI(0.4PSI =12.0±0.2in)
PMTm N2 press. equator MT, 656± 1cm BWL PSI(0.4PSI =12.0±0.2in)
PMTt N2 press. top portal MT, 57± 1cm BWL PSI(0.4PSI =12.0±0.2in)
POF N2 press. bottom OF, 1cm ABOF PSI(0.4PSI =12.0±0.2in)
PS N2 press. local display PSI(not prop. to level)
PX N2 press. local display PSI(not prop. to level)
PBW N2 press. bottom OF, West microbubbler PSI(not prop. to level)
PBE N2 press. bottom OF, East microbubbler PSI(not prop. to level)
LMT oil level top hat MT in.(1 MTLMU = 1.5 ±.1in)
LOF oil level OF in.(1 OFLMU = 1.5 ±.1in)
F1 oil flow rate oil plumbing GPM(calibration uncertain)
F2 oil flow rate oil plumbing GPM(calibration uncertain)
TQT air temp QT, top ± 0.6 ◦C
Table A.1: Summary of measured quantities. Abbreviations: MT = main detector tank,
OF = overflow tank, ER = electronics room, RH = relative humidity, BWL = below weir
level (level of overflow pipe in access portal), ABOF = above bottom of overflow tank
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Code Full Name
SMS Slow Monitoring System
TMTt Temperature: Main Tank: top
TMTm Temperature: Main Tank: middle
TMTb Temperature: Main Tank: bottom
TOFT (TOF ) Temperature: OverFlow Tank
TER Temperature: Electronics Room
RHER Relative Humidity: Electronics Room
TV Temperature: Vault
RHV Relative Humidity: Vault
LOF Level: OverFlow Tank
LMT Level: Main Tank
POFT (POF ) Pressure: OverFlow Tank line
PMTt Pressure: Main Tank: top line
PMTm Pressure: Main Tank: middle line
PMTb Pressure: Main Tank: bottom line
PBW Pressure: Bubbler West
PBE Pressure: Bubbler East
PS Pressure: Supply
PX Pressure: eXhaust
F1 Flow: pump1
F2 Flow: pump2
TQT Temperature: QT Racks
Table A.2: Slow Monitoring abbreviations.
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Shutoff
valve
Regulator
Liquid N2 Dewars
A
B
C
Main Tank
Overflow Tank
A
B
Vent
Overflow 
Line
TA TB TCOFA OFB
KEY
Flow Meter
Flow meter indicator
Analog pressure guage
Differential Pressure
Transducer
Three way gate
Valve
Vent Valve
Vent line
OFC
C
To Atmosphere
Supply
Vent
Vent
Figure A.2: The N2 system is contained within the slow monitoring rack and will give us
secondary indication of tank level and aid in removing water and O2 from the system.
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both an overpressure and an underpressure valve. The flow and pressure of the exhaust is
monitored before it vents to the outside. The pressure is consistent with atmospheric.
A.2.1 Nitrogen Bubbling
There are two micro-bubblers in the buffer tank. Valves on the local slow monitoring display
rack determine whether nitrogen is directed towards these. To ensure nitrogen saturation
of all the detector oil, the bubblers run while the oil is circulated between the main and
buffer tanks.
During the summer 2002, nitrogen was bubbled at a high rate through the tanks to
purge oxygen from the oil. The physics of purging is simple. Small bubbles of pure N2
flow through the oil. The partial pressure of N2 in the bubbles is high, while the partial
pressure of O2, and other gases is low. Oxygen and other gases diffuse into the bubbles until
they reach equilibrium. If enough nitrogen flows through the oil, only a minimal amount of
oxygen should remain.
H.-O. Meyer calculated that a successful purge required .9 million liters of nitrogen gas,
or 30 LPM for 20 days [135]. MiniBooNE bubbled 30 LPM for 26 days, or 1.1 million liters.
A.2.2 Nitrogen Blanket
Having purged oxygen and other harmful gases from the oil, it is necessary to maintain
a blanket of nitrogen above the oil. Keeping such a blanket prevents other gases from
diffusing into the oil and maintains the partial pressure of nitrogen achieved by bubbling.
This is accomplished using the nitrogen that flows slowly into the detector as a secondary
measurement of oil level.
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A.2.3 Level Monitoring
As mentioned in the previous section, oil level in the detector and buffer tanks can be
measured by flowing small amounts of nitrogen through small lines that terminate in the
tanks. The detector tank level is measured in three places via this method, the overflow
tank in one place. The pressure required to push the nitrogen through the lines equals the
gravitational pressure of the oil pushing back: PN2 = ρoil ghoil. So given ρoil = 0.854 g/cm3
at 60◦F, then 0.4 PSI = 12.0 ± 0.2 in.
A.2.4 Pre Oil Fill
Prior to oil fill, two dewars of liquid nitrogen were pumped into the overflow tank to remove
excess moisture. Water vapor became trapped in the tank when it was sealed after its initial
steam cleaning. Each dewar flowed nitrogen into the tank through the open line N2OF at
5 SCFH which was simultaneously vented through another line to prevent pressurizing the
tank.
A.3 Remote Monitoring System
In order to monitor the detector slow information remotely from the MiniBooNE control
room (and elsewhere), an off-the-shelf system (called webDAQ/100 ) was installed to sample
and record these data. All of the variables described so far with the exception of the
front-end electronics temperatures and the oxygen level are routed to this device. The
electronics racks are monitored by another system that also oversees the HVAC. It retains
24 hours of information of temperature information and can shutdown the electronics if the
temperatures exceed operating limits.
The webDAQ takes as input voltages output from each of the gauges on the local
display rack. These are simply converted back to their physical units with a linear scaling
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(table A.3). The values are sampled every second and averaged for ten minutes before being
written to its memory.
Although the webDAQ was configured from its webpage interface, this was found to be
an unsatisfactory interface for monitoring data trends. Instead, several programs running
on a dedicated computer read the webDAQ data, save it to a database, and make plots of
data trends. These plots (one for the past 24 hrs, one for the past 7 days, and one for the
past month) are updated in 30 minute intervals and made available online for monitoring
by MiniBooNE personel. Figure A.3 gives an example of a such a plot.
A.4 Summary
The MiniBooNE Slow Monitoring System works and is currently monitoring the detector.
It measures electronics and oil temperatures, oil levels and flow, and air temperatures and
humidities. It also controls and measures nitrogen flow through the tank. All of these values
are displayed locally exported via the webDAQ to the slow monitoring web page.
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chan# name slope intercept physical unit
C0 wDAQtime 1.0 0.0 seconds
C1 TMTt 100.72 9.6653 degF
C2 TMTm 100.53 10.035 degF
C3 TMTb 100.12 10.508 degF
C4 TOFT 101.71 10.153 degF
C5 TER 99.038 12.357 degF
C6 RHER 10.706 2.2195 %humidity
C7 TV 99.586 13.491 degF
C8 RHV 10.598 1.9886 %humidity
C9 LOF 9.2462 -15.208 OFLMU
C10 LMT 5.3344 -9.7914 MTLMU
C11 POFT 1 -1 PSI
C12 PMTt 1 -1 PSI
C13 PMTm 3 -3 PSI
C14 PMTb 6 -6 PSI
C15 PBW 6 -6 PSI
C16 PBE 6 -6 PSI
C17 PS 6 -6 PSI
C18 PX 0.722 -0.722 PSI
C19 F2 225/47 -9 gal/min
Table A.3: Voltage to physical unit conversion factors for webDAQ data.
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Figure A.3: A week’s worth of slow monitoring data. Note the stability of most quantities.
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